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Summary  The  dawn  of  a  new  era  in  optoelectronic  technologies  has  emerged  with  the  recent
development  of  the  organic—inorganic  hybrid  halide  perovskite.  Its  exceptional  attributes,
including  high  carrier  mobility,  an  adjustable  spectral  absorption  range,  long  diffusion  lengths,
and the  simplicity  and  affordability  of  fabrication  render  it  one  of  the  most  exceptional  and
market-competitive  optoelectronic  materials  for  applications  in  photovoltaics,  light  emitting
diodes (LED),  photodetectors,  lasers,  and  more.  Moreover,  its  versatility  in  device  architecture
and ability  to  achieve  relatively  high  performance  devices  via  various  processing  techniques
makes perovskites  a  highly  promising  material  for  various  practical  applications.  Here,  we
review the  organic—inorganic  hybrid  halide  perovskite  and  delve  into  its  recent  progress  and
relevant applications.
Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND  license
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IntroductionThe  rise  of  the  organic—inorganic  hybrid  halide  perovskite
(hybrid  perovskite)  has  stunned  the  photovoltaic  community
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ith  its  remarkable  performance  and  rapid  progress  in  the
ast  5  years  [1—4].  This  extraordinary  material  has  exhib-
ted  unprecedented  development,  soaring  to  reach  20%
ower  conversion  efﬁciency  (PCE)  in  photovoltaic  (PV)
evices  [5—9].
Perovskites  derive  their  name  from  the  mineral  structure
f  calcium  titanium  oxide  (CaTiO3),  discovered  by  German
ineralogist  Gustav  Rose  in  the  year  1839.  This  structure  was
ater  characterized  by  Russian  mineralogist  Lev  A.  Perovski,
rom  which  it  derives  its  name.  The  family  of  perovskite
r the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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aterials  adopt  the  chemical  formula  ABX3,  where  A  and  B
re  cations  of  dissimilar  sizes,  and  X  are  anions,  typically
xygen,  halogens,  or  alkali  metals.  Historically,  oxide-based
erovskites  (X O)  have  been  the  most  actively  studied  of
he  perovskite  family  as  a  result  of  their  superior  ferro-
lectric,  magnetic,  and  superconductive  properties  [10].
he  ﬁrst  halide-based  perovskite  structure  was  observed
n  cesium  lead  halides  (CsPbX3)  by  Moller  in  1958  [11].
t  was  observed  that  photoconductive  properties  could  be
uned  through  varying  halide  components  to  achieve  differ-
nt  spectral  responses.  The  ﬁrst  appearance  of  the  organic
ation,  methylammonium  (MA),  in  halide  perovskites  was
een  by  Weber  and  Naturforsch  in  1978  for  I,  Cl,  and  Br
12].  In  the  1990s,  Mitzi  and  co-workers  focused  on  layered
rganic—inorganic  halide  perovskites  that  featured  strong
xcitonic  characteristics  and  demonstrated  applications  in
hin  ﬁlm  transistors  (TFT)  and  light-emitting  diodes  (LED)
13].
The  hybrid  perovskite  made  its  debut  in  photovoltaics  in
006  when  Miyasaka  and  colleagues  employed  CH3NH3PbBr3
s  a  sensitizer  on  nanoporous  TiO2 in  a  liquid  electrolyte-
ased  dye-sensitized  solar  cell  (DSSC),  realizing  an  efﬁciency
f  2.2%  [14].  In  2009,  a  power  conversion  efﬁciency
PCE)  of  3.8%  was  achieved  by  replacing  Br  with  I
15].  In  2011,  Park  and  co-workers  achieved  an  efﬁ-
iency  of  6.5%  by  employing  perovskite  nanoparticles
∼2.5  nm  in  diameter)  on  TiO2 to  serve  as  sensitizers  for
mproved  absorption  over  conventional  dyes  [16]. How-
ver,  these  devices  were  highly  susceptible  to  dissolution
ithin  the  polar  electrolyte  solution.  Consequentially,
n  2012  a  solid  electrolyte  2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-p-
ethoxyphenylamine)-9,9′-spirobiﬂuorene  (Spiro-MeOTAD)
as  employed  as  a  hole  transport  material  (HTM),  achieving
n  initial  efﬁciency  of  9.7%  and  improved  stability  com-
ared  to  the  liquid-based  design  [17].  In  the  same  year,
 HTM-free  device  was  demonstrated  with  a  PCE  of  7.3%
18].  Later,  Snaith  et  al.  reported  replacement  of  the  n-type
iO2 electron  transport  material  (ETM)  with  an  inert  Al2O3
caffold,  demonstrating  an  efﬁciency  of  10.9%  [19].  These
eports  revealed  the  ambipolar  nature  of  perovskites,  which
nlightened  and  encouraged  the  intensive  employment  of
he  planar  heterojunction  architecture  in  these  devices
7,20,21].  Meanwhile,  Snaith  and  co-workers  reported  a
ixed-halide  perovskite  by  using  chlorine-containing  pre-
ursors,  demonstrating  improved  carrier  transport,  diffusion
engths  and  stability  over  its  triiodide  counterpart  [17].
ater,  bromine  inclusion  was  reported  to  feature  an
djustable  band  gap  for  perovskites  [22].  This  sparked  an
normous  development  in  the  hybrid  lead  halide  perov-
kite  CH3NH3PbX3 (X  =  I,  Cl,  Br),  obtaining  a  record  PCE
eaching  up  to  20.1%  in  just  ﬁve  years  using  low  cost
roduction  methods.  This  family  of  materials  exhibits  a  myr-
ad  of  properties  ideal  for  PV  such  as  high  dual  electron
nd  hole  mobility,  large  absorption  coefﬁcients  resulting
rom  s—p  antibonding  coupling,  a  favorable  band  gap,  a
trong  defect  tolerance  and  shallow  point  defects,  benign
rain  boundary  recombination  effects  and  reduced  surface
ecombination.  Consequently,  hybrid  perovskites  have  been
mplemented  into  various  photonic  devices  and  found  great
romise  for  applications  beyond  photovolatics.  The  versatil-
ty  of  hybrid  perovskites  also  presents  a  facile  and  affordable
oute,  as  15%  efﬁciencies  can  be  obtained  with  relative  ease
(
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hrough  diverse  architectures  and  processing  techniques.  In
his  article,  we  present  a  thorough  review  of  the  recent
evelopments  in  fundamental  material  properties  (‘Material
roperties’  section),  notable  achievements  of  perovskites
or  photovoltaics  (‘PV  applications’  section),  and  other
romising  applications  (‘Applications  beyond  PV’  section).
aterial properties
n  general,  optoelectronic  materials  can  be  categorized
s  either  organic  or  inorganic  according  to  their  chemi-
al  compositions  that  lead  to  strikingly  different  property
rends  in  materials.  The  family  of  hybrid  organic—inorganic
erovskite  materials  introduces  a  molecular  assembly  of  a
ell-deﬁned  nanoscale  structure  serving  as  an  exemplary
pecies  to  closely  bridge  these  organic  and  inorganic  worlds.
n  this  section,  we  will  review  the  recent  efforts  in  under-
tanding  the  unique  structure—property  relationships  seen
n  hybrid  perovskite  materials.
Perovskites  are  a  large  family  of  compounds  that  share
he  same  chemical  formula  ABX3. ‘A’  and  ‘B’  denote  cations,
here  A  is  much  larger  than  B,  and  ‘X’  an  anion.  The  ver-
atility  of  perovskites  makes  them  highly  attractive  as  they
an  form  multidimensional  structures  pertaining  to  the  same
hemical  formula  through  use  of  different  combinations  of
arious  components.  A  wide  variety  of  elements  may  be
ncorporated  each  with  different  valency,  so  long  as  charge
eutrality  is  satisﬁed,  making  perovskites  one  of  the  most
ighly  studied  materials.  As  we  shall  see  in  the  following
ections,  there  is  a  stringent  structure—property  relation-
hip  for  perovskites  pertaining  to  both  crystal  composition
nd  ion  arrangement  that  govern  its  structural,  optical  and
lectronic  properties.  Here  we  will  discuss  the  formability
f  perovskites  and  its  corresponding  impacts  on  relevant
roperties.
Historically,  oxide  perovskites  (X  O)  have  been  most
ctively  studied  as  they  possess  a  unique  multifunctional
ature.  Studies  of  the  perovskite  crystal  chemistry  date
ack  to  1920,  conducted  by  Goldschmidt  [23], that  revealed
he  signiﬁcance  of  relative  radii  sizes  to  polyhedral  packing
hat  ultimately  led  to  the  ever-important  tolerance  fac-
or  (further  discussed  in  the  coming  sections).  Eventually,
t  was  revealed  that  with  proper  tuning  of  composi-
ion  a  wide  variety  of  electronic  properties  including
apacitive,  ferroelectric,  piezoelectric,  superconductive,
etallic,  catalytic,  and  magnetic  could  be  achieved  [24].
hile  ferroelectric  properties  have  recently  shown  bene-
cial  effects  in  photovoltaics,  the  wide  band  gaps  of  oxide
erovskites  limit  their  use  in  solar  applications  as  they  utilize
 mere  8—20%  of  the  solar  spectrum.
Halide  perovskites,  as  the  name  implies,  employ  an  inor-
anic  halide  (I−,  Cl−,  Br−) to  replace  the  oxygen  anion  of
xide  perovskites.  An  organic  or  inorganic  monovalent  A+
ation  and  a  divalent  B2+ metal  cation  are  generally  seen
orresponding  to  the  1− charge  of  the  halide  anion.
The  hybrid  organic—inorganic  halide  perovskite  (hybrid
erovskite),  most  commonly  denoted  as  CH3NH3PbI3
MAPbI3),  often  has  the  A  site  occupied  by  an  organic
omponent.  Similarly  to  its  parent  oxide  perovskite,
alide  perovskites  must  obey  allowable  tolerance  fac-
ors  to  achieve  desired  crystal  symmetry.  The  structural
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Figure  2.1  Orientational  disorder  associated  with  the  non-
spherically  symmetric  organic  methylammonium  (CH3NH3+)
cation versus  the  spherically  symmetric  inorganic  cesium  (Cs+)
Figure  2.2  The  ideal  cubic  perovskite  unit  cell.  (a)  A  cations
(blue) occupy  the  lattice  corners,  B  cations  (green)  occupy  the
interstitial  site,  and  X  anions  (red)  occupy  lattice  faces.  (b)
An alternative  view  depicting  B  cations  assembled  around  X
anions to  form  BX6 octahedra,  as  B  X  bonds  are  responsible  for
determining  electrical  properties.  (c)  Tilting  of  BX6 octahedra
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Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [27].
dimensionality  of  halide  perovskites  can  be  easily  tuned
through  varying  components  to  obtain  zero-dimensional
(0D)  ((CH3NH3)4PbX62H2O),  one-dimensional  (1D)
(C5H10NH2PbX3),  two  dimensional  (2D)  (CnH2n+1NH3PbX4),
and  three  dimensional  (CH3NH3PbX3)  structures  simply  by
changing  organic—inorganic  precursor  molar  ratios  [25].
Here  a  clear  distinction  between  organic  and  inorganic
perovskites  must  be  noted.  Aside  from  a  clear  difference
in  A  species,  inorganic  (e.g.  Cs+)  versus  organic  (e.g.
CH3NH3+),  there  is  also  a  change  in  symmetry  of  the  A
site  component  from  spherical  (inorganic)  to  non-spherical
(organic)  (Fig.  2.1).  This  is  particularly  important  in  terms
of  orientational  disorder  and  polarization,  discussed  further
in  the  coming  sections  [26].  In  this  section  we  will  focus
our  discussion  on  the  properties  of  this  family  of  materials
pertaining  to  the  inﬂuences  of  varying  each  component  and
the  associated  structure—property  relations.
Crystal  structure  and  composition
Symmetry  and  phase
The  electronic  properties  of  perovskite  compounds  are  gov-
erned  by  the  B  X  bond  of  the  inorganic  framework.  While
the  A  cation  does  not  directly  contribute  toward  electronic
properties  [25,28,29],  its  size  can  cause  distortion  of  the
B  X  bonds  thus  adversely  affecting  symmetry.  Cubic  sym-
metry  is  the  ideal  case  for  perovskites,  corresponding  to  a
Pm3m  space  group  with  12-fold  coordination  of  the  A  cation,
6-fold  coordination  of  B  cations,  and  corner  residing  BX6
octahedra  (Fig.  2.2a  and  b).
Deviations  from  cubic  symmetry  can  result  from  sev-
eral  factors,  the  ﬁrst  being  size  effects.  A  tolerance  factor,
developed  by  Goldschmidt  [23],  presents  a  guideline  for
tuning  of  radii  sizes  relative  to  cubic  symmetry,  described
by  t  =  (RA +  RX)/[
√
2|(RB +  RX)]  where  RA,  RB,  RX are  the
ionic  radii  of  A,  B,  X,  respectively.  In  general,  cubic  struc-
tures  occur  for  0.89  <  t  <  1  for  oxide  perovskites  [30]  and
0.85  <  t  <  1.11  for  halide  perovskites  [31].  Cubic  symmetry
provides  optimum  electronic  properties  due  to  a  high  degree
of  ionic  bonding.  Mismatch  of  crystal  components  outside  of
the  ideal  tolerance  range  result  in  octahedral  tilting  that
i
B
t
occurring  from  non-ideal  size  effects  and  other  factors,  inducing
train on  the  B  X  bonds.
an  affect  electronic  properties  (Fig.  2.2c).  For  instance,  if
 < 1  the  B  X  bonds  will  undergo  compression  and  the  A  X
onds  tension  to  compensate  for  the  excess  space  (void).
 rotation  of  octahedra  will  result  to  accommodate  these
nduced  stresses  that  lead  to  reduced  symmetry  and  tilt-
ng  of  BX6 octahedra.  If  t  >  1,  as  a  result  of  a  large  A  or
mall  B,  a  higher  degree  of  symmetry  will  result,  providing  a
ore  stable  hexagonal  structure.  Moreover,  perovskites  can
btain  different  dimensionalities  based  on  component  sizes.
ccupation  of  A  sites  by  monovalent  cations,  such  as  Rb+,
s+, CH3NH3+, and  HC(NH2)2+, form  a three-dimensional  (3D)
ramework,  whereas  if  a  larger  cation,  such  as  CH3CH2NH3+,
s  used,  two-dimensional  (2D)  or  one-dimensional  (1D)  struc-
ures  can  be  obtained.  Thus  we  can  see  that  the  case  of  an
xcessively  large  A  cation  results  in  destruction  of  the  3D
ramework,  corresponding  to  t   1  and  a  reduced  dimen-
ionality.
To  further  compliment  Goldschmidt’s  tolerance  factor  in
onstructing  a  structure  map  for  perovskites,  an  octahedral
actor  ()  was  developed  by  Li  and  company  [31]. It  pro-
ides  a  ratio  of  the  ionic  radii  of  the  B  cation  to  the  X  anion,
iven  by    =  RB/RX, that  is  directly  correlated  to  the  BX6
ctahedron.  According  to  this  factor,  halide  perovskite  for-
ation  occurs  for    >  0.442,  whereas  below  this  value  BX6
ctahedron  will  become  unstable  and  a perovskite  structure
ill  not  form.  Though  these  two  combined  factors  provide
 reasonable  guideline  for  determining  halide  perovskite
ormability,  they  are  not  entirely  sufﬁcient  for  predicting
ll  structure  formations  within  the  perovskite  family  [31].
 comparison  for  tolerance  and  octahedral  factors  for  com-
only  employed  halide  perovskites  are  provided  in  Fig.  2.3.
Furthermore,  external  effects,  such  as  heat  or  oxida-
ive/reductive  environments,  can  cause  compositional
hanges  that  also  contribute  toward  distortion.  For
nstance,  the  valency  of  the  transition  metal  or  the  relative
mount  of  oxygen  present  can  be  altered  to  create  voids
ithin  the  crystal  structure  of  oxide  perovskites  that  change
ize  effects.  In  some  cases,  Jahn—Teller  distortion  [30],  a
istortion  of  spatial  degeneracy,  can  arise  for  some  B  cations
n  perovskites,  such  as  Mn3+, that  can  distort  the  non-linear
X6 octahedra  due  to  the  odd  number  of  electrons  residing  in
he  Eg energy  level  [30].  An  associated  pressure-dependence
f  perovskites  has  also  been  observed  [25],  producing  a
358  
Figure  2.3  Calculated  octahedral  and  tolerance  factors  for
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darious  combinations  of  commonly  employed  organic  and  inor-
anic hybrid  perovskite  components.
ource:  Ionic  Radii  adopted  from  Ref.  in  Table  2.2.
edshift  as  further  pressure  is  applied  to  the  B  X  bond.  This
an  be  further  understood  by  examining  the  electronic  band
tructure,  as  will  be  discussed  in  the  coming  sections.  Thus
t  is  apparent  that  crystal  component  selections,  along  with
xternal  effects,  are  important  considerations  in  obtaining
 desired  symmetry  for  speciﬁcally  tailored  properties.
Analysis  of  perovskite  crystals  has  revealed  cubic
Pm3m),  tetragonal  (I4/mcm), and  orthorhombic  (Pnam)
hases  via  X-ray  Diffraction  (XRD)  [27].  In  general,  perov-
kites  adopt  cubic  structures  and  undergo  phase  transitions
rom  cubic  to  tetragonal  to  orthorhombic  upon  temperature
eduction  [12].  The  symmetry  of  perovskites  increases  with
emperature,  where  at  room  temperature  MAPbI3 forms  a
etragonal  structure,  and  MAPbCl3 and  MAPbBr3 form  cubic
tructures  [32].  MAPbI3−xClx has  been  observed  to  adopt  a
etragonal  crystal  structure  at  room  temperature  similar  to
hat  of  MAPbI3 [33—35].  Furthermore,  transmission  electron
icroscopy  (TEM)  has  revealed  a  ‘pseudocubic’  structure
esulting  from  octahedral  tilting  and  cation  rotation  [27,35].
t  has  been  shown  that  MAPbI3 undergoes  a  phase  transfor-
ation  to  a  lower  symmetry  from  tetragonal  to  pseudocubic
t  temperatures  in  the  range  of  300  K  and  400  K  [36].  A
etailed  study  has  been  conducted  by  Kanatzidis  et  al.  on
A,  FA,  Pb,  and  Sn  perovskite  combinations  to  identify  three
istinct  phase  transitions  that  occur  classiﬁed  as  such:  a
igh  temperature    phase,  an  intermediate    temperature
hase,  and  a  low  temperature    phase,  and  are  summa-
ized  in  Table  2.1  [36].  These  results  are  in  agreement  with
revious  studies  by  Poglitsch  and  Weber  [34]. It  can  be
oted  that  FA-based  perovskites  show  no  high  temperature
hase  transformation  that  may  be  of  signiﬁcance  for  ﬁeld
se  of  perovskite  solar  cells.  Phase  transitions,  occurring
ia  external  temperature  or  pressure  effects,  are  undoubt-
dly  important  considerations  during  processing  and  solar
ell  operation.A’ site
he  A  cation  has  shown  no  direct  contribution  toward
lectronic  properties  [37].  Fig.  2.4  portrays  a  contour
lot  of  electron  density  for  CH3NH3PbBr3, highlighting  the
t
b
c
cQ.  Chen  et  al.
eak  interaction  and  negligible  overlap  of  electron  orbitals
etween  the  organic  component  and  inorganic  B  X  octahe-
ra  [25]. However,  simulations  have  shown  that  the  size  of
he  A  cation  can  alter  the  degree  of  distortion  with  varying
ize  that  in  turn  affects  electronic  properties  [25,38—41].
hen  the  A  lattice  site  is  occupied  by  a  small  monovalent
ation,  such  as  cesium  (Cs),  rubidium  (Rb),  methylammo-
ium  (MA),  formamidinium  (FA),  3D  symmetry  is  achieved
36]. By  increasing  RA the  tolerance  factor  approaches  unity
t  →  1),  resulting  in  a  higher  packing  symmetry  that  corre-
ponds  to  a  reduction  in  band  gap,  so  long  as  the  size  is  not
ufﬁciently  large  (t  >  1)  [39].
ethylammonium  (MA).  The  most  widely  used  A  cation  for
ybrid  perovskites,  the  methylammonium  ion  (MA;  CH3NH3+;
MA =  0.18  nm)  [43],  has  achieved  efﬁciencies  of  15%  and
bove  for  MAPbI3 devices.  At  room  temperature  a  tetrago-
al  symmetry  is  formed  for  MAPbI3, rather  than  cubic,  due
o  the  small  size  of  the  MA  ion.  This  yields  a  bandgap
f  1.51—1.55  eV  that  pertains  to  an  absorption  edge  at
20  nm,  exceeding  the  optimal  1.1—1.4  eV  band  gap  range
ictated  by  the  Shockley—Queisser  limit  for  a  single  junc-
ion  solar  cell  [38,39,44].  Thus,  one  may  speculate  that
ubstitution  of  MA  with  a larger  cation  should  yield  higher
ymmetry  and  correspondingly  a  smaller  band  gap  to  allow
or  enhanced  light  harvesting  across  the  spectrum.  In  a
uest  to  replace  the  unfavorably  sized  MA  ion,  other  cations
ave  been  explored  that  include  ethylammonium  (EA),  for-
amidinium  (FA)  and  cesium  (Cs),  where  RCs <  RMA <  RFA <  REA
Table  2.2).  However,  replacement  of  MA  with  an  excessively
arge  cation,  such  as  EA  (CH3CH2NH3+)  disrupts  the  3D  sym-
etry  yielding  a  2D  orthorhombic  crystal  structure  with  a
elatively  large  band  gap  of  2.2  eV  for  EAPbI3. The  EAPbI3
ensitized  solar  cell  has  been  reported  to  achieve  a  PCE  of
.4%  under  a  1  sun  condition  [40]. Thus,  it  is  apparent  that
n  organic  cation  whose  ionic  radius  is  between  that  of  MA
nd  EA  is  desirable.
ormamidinium  (FA).  In  this  regard,  FA  (HC(NH2)2+)  is
xpected  to  yield  a  higher  symmetry  than  that  of  MA  and
hus  has  been  most  extensively  investigated.  Indeed,  FAPbI3
rystals  yield  and  a  favorable  band  gap  (∼1.43—1.48  eV,
40  nm  absorption  onset)  closer  to  the  optimal  1.4  eV  band
ap  [38,39,46,47]. FA  adopts  a  nearly  cubic  structure,
owever  due  to  the  disordered  nature  of  the  FA  I  ion  inter-
ction,  the  asymmetrical  FA  ion  sits  off-center  within  the
ctahedron,  resulting  in  a  trigonal  structure  [38].  However,  a
ellow  1D  hexagonal  non-perovskite  polymorph  of  FAPbI3 has
een  commonly  observed  and  is  thought  to  hamper  PV  per-
ormance  due  to  an  unfavorable  band  alignment  with  TiO2
ausing  poor  electron  injection  [36,46,47].  It  is  believed  that
f  this  phase  can  be  entirely  eliminated  performances  of
A-based  devices  would  surpass  those  of  MA.
esium  (Cs).  Studies  of  cesium  perovskites  date  back  to
he  early  1970s  when  they  were  investigated  by  Scaife  and
ompany  [48].  It  was  observed  that  CsSnI3 displayed  strong
L  intensity  at  room  temperature  in  the  near-IR  region  of
he  spectrum  [49].  Chung  and  co-workers  investigated  struc-
ural  characterizations  of  CsSnI3 perovskites  revealing  four
ifferent  structural  phases  that  exist  independently  at  room
emperature  [50,51]. Furthermore,  a  p-type  behavior  has
een  observed  for  which  is  attributed  to  Sn  vacancies  that
reate  highly  mobile  holes  [51].  The  smaller  size  of  Cs  in
omparison  to  MA  induces  octahedral  tilting  and  accordingly
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Table  2.1  Structural  phase  transformations  for  commonly  employed  hybrid  perovskites.
PVSK  Phase  Temperature  (K)  Structure  Space  group  Lattice  parameters  (Å)  Volume  (Å3)
MAPbI3   400  Tetragonal  P4mm  a  =  6.3115  b  =  6.3115  c  =  6.3161  251.6
 293  Tetragonal  I4cm  a  =  8.849  b  =  8.849  c  =  12.642  990
 162—172  Orthorhombic  Pna21 a  =  5.673  b  =  5.628  c  =  11.182  959.6
MAPbCl3   >178.8  Cubic  Pm3m  a  =  5.675  182.2
 172.9—178.9  Tetragonal  P4/mmm  a  =  5.655  c  =  5.630  180.1
 <172.9  Orthorhombic  P2221 a  =  5.673  b  =  5.628  c  =  11.182  375
MAPbBr3   >236.9  Cubic  Pm3m  a  =  5.901  206.3
 155.1—236.9 Tetragonal  I4/mcm  a  =  8.322  c  =  11.833  819.4
 149.5—155.1 Tetragonal P4/mmm a  =  5.8942 c  =  5.8612
 <144.5  Orthorhombic  Pna21 a  =  7.979 b  =  8.580 c  =  11.849 811.1
MASnI3   293  Tetragonal  P4mm  a  =  6.2302  b  =  6.2302  c  =  6.2316  241.88
 200  Tetragonal  I4cm  a  =  8.7577  b  =  8.7577  c  =  12.429  953.2
FAPbI3   293  Trigonal  P3m1  a  =  8.9817  b  =  8.9817  c  =  11.006  768.9
 150  Trigonal  P3  a  =  17.791  b  =  17.791  c  =  10.091  2988.4
FASnI3   340  Orthorhombic  Amm2  a  =  6.3286  b  =  8.9554  c  =  8.9463  507.03
 180  Orthorhombic  Imm2  a  =  12.512  b  =  12.512  c  =  12.509  1959.2
Source:  Adapted with permission from Refs. [34,36].
Table  2.2  Ionic  radii  of  commonly  employed  hybrid  perovskite  components.
Ion  A  cation  B  cation  X  anion
EA  FA  MA  Cs  Pb  Sn  I Br  Cl  F
Ionic  radius  (Å)  2.3  1.9—2.2  1.8  1.67  1.19  1.1  2.2  1.96  1.81  1.33
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a  lower  symmetry  (t  is  reduced).  This  leads  to  a  higher  band
gap  (1.73  eV)  for  CsPbI3 over  MAPbI3 (1.57  eV),  further  mov-
ing  away  from  the  desired  band  gap  value  of  1.4  eV  [39].
Mixed  A  cations.  Mixed  cations  allow  for  combination  of
the  strong  individual  attributes  of  various  individual  com-
ponents.  The  ﬁrst  mixed  A  cation  was  reported  by  Pellet
and  co-workers  [47]  who  were  able  to  tune  the  band  gap  of
(MA)x(FA)1−xPbI3 devices  by  varying  the  ratio  of  MA  to  FA(x),
ultimately  achieving  a  PCE  of  14.9%.  The  improved  perfor-
mance  compared  to  pure  MA  was  due  to  greater  absorption
of  the  red  region  of  spectrum,  resulting  in  higher  pho-
tocurrent  without  large  loss  of  open  circuit  voltage.  Several
reports  have  been  documented  for  (MA)x(FA)1−xPbI3 based
devices  with  respectful  PCEs  [38,39,52].  On  the  other  hand,
Cs  doping  of  the  perovskite  absorber  has  been  employed  in
Csx(MA)1−xPbI3 devices  achieving  a  PCE  of  7.68%  [53].
One  unique  mixed  A  cation  hybrid  perovskite  device
based  on  5-aminovaleric  acid  (5-AVA),  (5-AVA)x(MA)1−xPbI3,
was  employed  by  Mei  and  company  [54]  to  realize  perov-
skite  ﬁlms  with  a  reduced  quantity  of  defects  and  a  higher
degree  of  conformity  with  the  adjacent  titania  layer.  This
resulted  in  increased  exciton  lifetime  and  dissociation  yield
compared  to  that  of  pure  MAPbI3.  Partial  substitution  of
the  MA  cations  with  5-AVA  in  the  cuboctahedral  site  yielded
an  orthorhombic  perovskite  phase,  where  signiﬁcant  expan-
sion  of  lattice  parameters  b  and  c  occurred.  This  was
thought  to  provide  a  preferential  growth  template  along  its
axis  due  to  the  interaction  with  the  lead  and  iodide  ions
g
r
t
aesulting  in  improved  surface  contact  between  layers.  (5-
VA)x(MA)1−xPbI3 devices  achieved  a  efﬁciencies  reaching
2.8%,  and  more  notably  improved  stability  in  air  and  under
llumination  compared  to  that  of  MA.
B’  site
he  B  metal  cation  sites  in  hybrid  perovskites  are  occu-
ied  by  the  group  IVA  metals  in  a  divalent  oxidation  state
Pb2+, Sn2+, Ge2+).  Lead  (Pb)  has  proven  the  superior  con-
tituent  compared  to  tin  (Sn),  both  in  terms  of  performance
nd  stability,  and  consequentially  has  been  the  most  widely
mployed  of  the  group  IVA  metals  [28,55,56]. Germanium
Ge)  has  been  rarely  studied  in  comparison  to  Pb  and  Sn,
ikely  due  to  its  highly  unstable  nature  in  the  2+  oxidation
tate  [57,58].  Upon  proceeding  up  group  IVA  on  the  peri-
dic  table  (Pb  →  Ge),  a  reduction  in  stability  of  the  divalent
xidation  state  occurs  for  each  element  as  a  consequence
f  reduced  inert  electron  pair  effects  [58].  However,  this
lso  corresponds  to  an  increase  in  electronegativity,  or  cova-
ent  character,  that  in  turn  yields  a  reduction  in  band  gap.
hus,  one  may  speculate  the  ideal  case  to  be  a  lower  atomic
umber  group  IVA  element,  however,  this  also  goes  hand-
n-hand  with  a  compromise  in  divalent  metal  stability.  For
nstance,  MASnX3 in  theory  possesses  a  more  optimal  band
ap  (1.2—1.4  eV)  than  MAPbX3 (1.6—1.8  eV),  but  suffers  from
apid  degradation  as  a  result  of  the  inherent  instability  of
he  Sn2+ state  as  it  readily  oxidizes  to  Sn4+ upon  contact  with
ir  producing  a  volatile  SnI4 compound  [36,55,56].  As  this
360  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  2.4  Contour  plot  depicting  electron  orbital  overlap  and  total  electron  density  of  CH3NH3PbBr3 for  (a)  the  N  H  Br  plane
and (b)  the  C  H  Br  plane.  Electron  density  representing  the  (c)  valence  band  maximum  (VBM)  and  (d)  conduction  band  minimum
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ource:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [42].
ffect  is  even  more  prominent  for  the  case  of  Ge2+,  it  is  pre-
umptively  why  no  successful  Ge-based  hybrid  perovskites
ave  been  developed.
Hao  and  collaborators  reported  lead  free  hybrid  perov-
kites  through  MASnI3 and  MASnI3−xBrx devices  achieving  a
aximum  PCE  of  5.73%  [55].  Noel  et  al.  later  improved
his  lead-free  Sn-based  efﬁciency  to  over  6%  under  1  sun
llumination  [61].  Stoumpos  and  company  have  studied  the
tructure  and  symmetry  of  Pb-  and  Sn-based  perovskites
36].  While  both  MASnI3 and  MAPbI3 adopt  a  tetragonal
tructure  (P4mm)  at  ambient  conditions,  MASnI3 adopts  a
igher  symmetry  -phase  unlike  the  -phase  seen  for  MAPbI3
36,55].  MASnX3 perovskites  have  the  potential  to  produce
 much  larger  photocurrent  density  (Jsc)  than  those  for
o
t
a
dAPbX3,  however  stability  issues  present  a  large  obstacle
hat  must  ﬁrst  be  overcome  [28].
ixed  B  cations.  Mixed  MASn1−xPbxI3 devices  have  been
tudied  by  Stoumpos  et  al.  and  Ogomi  et  al.  [36,59],  demon-
trating  band  gap  tuning  through  varying  Pb:Sn  ratios.  For
n-rich  compositions  up  to  x  =  0.5,  a  pseudocubic  tetragonal
4mm  structure  is  obtained,  similarly  to  the  pure  MASnI3
tructure  [36]. For  a  further  increase  in  Sn  composition,
he  structure  changes  to  a  tetragonal  I4cm  structure.  As
xpected,  an  increase  in  Sn  content  yields  an  extension
f  absorption  and  a  reduction  in  band  gap  [36,59].  Fur-
hermore,  continuous  progress  in  improving  PCE  has  been
chieved  in  binary  metal  perovskite  based  solar  cells,
etailed  elsewhere  [55,60,61].
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The halide  anion  has  been  the  most  effectively  varied  com-
ponent  in  hybrid  perovskites.  Upon  proceeding  down  group
VIIA  (Cl  →  I)  atomic  size  increases,  absorption  spectra  shifts
to  longer  wavelengths,  and  a  reduction  in  energy  (red-
shift)  occurs  [59].  This  can  be  attributed  to  the  decrease
in  electronegativity  to  better  match  that  of  Pb,  effectively
reducing  ionic  and  increasing  covalent  character.
Iodide  (I).  Iodide  (I−)  is  the  basis  for  hybrid  perovskites,
achieving  the  most  consistent  efﬁciencies  near  15%  for
hybrid  perovskite  devices  [6,7,28,62].  Iodide  lies  closest  to
Pb  on  the  periodic  table  and  thus  shares  a  similar  cova-
lent  character,  resulting  in  the  most  stable  structure.  While
iodide  has  provided  the  foundation  for  hybrid  perovskite
halide  components,  its  ease  of  oxidation  has  introduced
quite  a  lot  of  concerns  regarding  the  stability.  Thus,  iodide
substitutes  and  mixed  halide  perovskites  are  of  great  inter-
est.
Chloride  (Cl).  It  was  not  until  the  addition  of  chlorine
(Cl)  that  efﬁciencies  were  further  pushed,  especially  in  pla-
nar  conﬁgurations,  as  Cl  has  shown  to  provide  improved
diffusion  lengths  and  carrier  lifetimes  [33,63—67]  despite
a  nearly  identical  band  gap  to  that  of  pure  iodide-
based  devices.  Cl  incorporation  yields  an  apparent  low
t
o
i
Figure  2.5  FAPbIxBr3−x devices  for  varying  I:Br  ratios  (x)  depictin
color change,  (d)  XRD  spectra  of  phase  transition  from  a  Br-rich  cubic
Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [39].c  applications  361
iscibility  with  iodide  in  comparison  to  Br  as  a  result  of  the
arger  difference  in  ionic  radii  and  higher  degree  of  covalent
haracter  [66,68,69].  MAPbCl3 adopts  a  cubic  structure  at
oom  temperature,  however,  mixed  MAPbI3−xClx have  shown
o  produce  highly  oriented  crystalline  structures,  exem-
liﬁed  through  the  strong  (1  1  0),  (2  2  0),  and  (3  3  0)  peaks
ttributed  to  the  tetragonal  phase  [32,68].  In  early  works,  it
as  thought  that  chloride  inclusion  occurred  along  the  (0  0  1)
apical  positions)  direction  as  only  scattering  from  the  (1  1  0)
irection  of  the  highly  oriented  MAPbI3−xClx was  detected
ia  X-ray  diffraction  (XRD)  [33,68]. Furthermore,  powder
RD  analysis  has  shown  the  stoichiometry  of  MAPbI3−xClx to
e  very  similar  to  that  of  MAPbI3,  with  a  maximum  3—4%  Cl  to
 ratio  [65,68].  On  the  other  hand,  X-ray  photoelectron  spec-
roscopy  (XPS)  revealed  minimal  chloride  content  of  1—2%  in
erovskite  ﬁlms  [68,70,71].  It  has  been  proposed  that  subli-
ation  of  Cl  content  occurs,  leaving  remains  of  pure  MAPbI3
66,68].  Other  works  have  claimed  the  presence  of  chloride
ithin  the  physical  perovskite  structure  as  MAPbI3−xClx to
e  incorrect,  and  believe  it  remains  as  unconverted  PbCl2
hat  serves  as  nucleation  sites  to  improve  surface  coverage
f  the  perovskite  ﬁlm  [42,69].
Currently,  chlorine  incorporation  has  been  investigated
n  the  context  of  perovskite  ﬁlm  growth  in  order  to  reveal
g:  (a)  absorbance  spectra,  (b)  photoluminescence  spectra,  (c)
 phase  to  a  I-rich  tetragonal  phase,  and  (e)  band  gap  variation.
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he  mechanisms  that  govern  improved  device  performances
68—70,72—74].  It  has  been  suggested  that  crystallization
egins  from  the  nucleation  of  complex  ion  aggregates  due  to
he  limited  solubility  of  the  chlorine  containing  precursors,
.g.  PbCl2 in  dimethylformamide  (DMF).  Rearrangement
f  constituent  ions  occurs  during  the  subsequent  crystal
rowth,  for  which  chlorine  facilitates  the  release  of  excess
rganic  components  that  ultimately  determines  the  crys-
allographic  textures  and  grain  structures  of  the  perovskite
lm.  The  accumulative  efforts  provide  direct  evidence  that
hloride  inclusion  governs  the  morphological  evolution  in  the
bsorber  and  consequently  affects  material  properties  and
evice  performance.
romide  (Br).  Bromide  has  been  most  effectively  used
o  tune  the  band  gap  of  hybrid  perovskites  [39].  It  is
elieved  that  upon  Br  inclusion  in  iodide-based  hybrid  perov-
kites,  the  size  effect  on  lattice  parameters  will  induce
 compressive  stress  on  Pb  I  bonds,  causing  structural
istortion  that  leads  to  the  observed  band  gap  increase
33].  MAPbBr3 adopts  a  cubic  structure  at  room  temper-
ture,  forming  large  sized  crystals  [32].  MAPbIxBr3−x has
eported  to  enhance  power  conversion  efﬁciency  and  sta-
ility  through  the  chemical  management  to  tune  the  band
ap  [22].  Snaith  and  co-workers  investigated  the  effects  of
ixed  halide  FAPbIxBr3−x compositions  [39],  realizing  a  tun-
ble  band  gap  between  1.48  and  2.23  eV  and  a  wide  variety
f  ﬁlm  color  (Fig.  2.5).  Increasing  the  iodide  content  red-
hifts  the  band  gap  and  induces  a  phase  transition  from  a
ubic  Br  rich  phase  (y  <  0.5)  to  an  I-rich  tetragonal  phase
y  >  0.7).  Their  champion  device  achieved  a  PCE  of  14.2%
nd  Jsc in  excess  of  23  mA/cm2.  It  was  found  that  increas-
ng  iodide  content  resulted  in  increased  Voc and  decreased
sc.
Mosconi  and  co-workers  conducted  computational  stud-
es  on  mixed  halide  MAPbI3−xXx perovskites  providing  insight
nto  variations  in  structure  for  Cl  and  Br  inclusions  [33].
t  was  shown  that  Br  preferentially  locates  at  apical  and
quatorial  positions  as  opposed  to  Cl,  which  is  located
nly  at  the  apical  position.  MAPbI3−xBrx has  an  absorp-
ion  onset  around  blue  shifted  compared  to  that  of
APbI3 and  MAPbI3−xClx.  Variations  in  structure—property
elationships  were  observed  by  varying  the  halide  com-
onent,  for  which  formations  energies  decreased  from
 →  Cl.
i
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igure  2.6  Absorption  spectra  for  MAPb1−xSnx I3 perovskites  (left)  a
right). Refs.  [39,59].Q.  Chen  et  al.
luoride  (F).  Fluorine  (F−),  while  a  highly  desirable  inclu-
ion  for  optoelectronic  applications  due  to  its  strong
lectron-withdrawing  nature  and  ability  to  form  strong
ydrogen  bonding  (N  H  F)  over  other  halides  [62,75]  yields
n  undesirable  tolerance  factor  and  a  high  degree  of  lattice
train  that  inhibits  light  harvesting  capabilities  and  con-
uctivity.  This  is  a  direct  result  of  its  very  small  radius  in
omparison  to  iodide.
omplex  ions.  Nagane  and  group  members  demonstrated
 strategy  to  achieve  a  mixed  halide  incorporating  F− using
F4−,  showing  an  order  of  magnitude  higher  low  frequency
onductivity  than  I− [75]. BF4− is  similar  in  size  to  I−
0.218  nm,  0.220  nm),  thus  an  identical  tetragonal  crystal
tructure  for  MAPbI3−x(BF4)x was  observed  along  with  a  sim-
lar  band  gap  of  1.5  eV  corresponding  to  an  absorption  onset
f  760  nm  (compared  to  MA  at  780  nm)  due  to  the  electron
ithdrawing  characteristics  of  the  ﬂuorine  atom.  Further-
ore,  a  strong  hydrogen  bonding  between  the  BF4− halide
nd  MA  cation  occurs  due  to  the  strong  electronegativity  of
he  ﬂuorine  component  that  may  aid  in  preventing  volatiza-
ion  of  the  MA  ions.
ptoelectronic  properties
he  phenomenal  performances  of  hybrid  perovskites  stem
rom  the  substantial  characteristic  properties  they  possess.
ybrid  perovskites  demonstrate  a  strong  optical  absorption,
n  adjustable  band  gap,  long  diffusion  lengths,  ambipolar
harge  transport,  high  carrier  mobility,  and  a  high  tolerance
f  defects  [6,7,15,18,26,56,64,76—79].  As  discussed  in  the
revious  sections,  the  ability  to  tune  electronic  and  optical
roperties  of  hybrid  perovskites  with  such  ease  presents  a
ajor  attraction.  Nevertheless,  there  remain  several  factors
hat  are  not  entirely  understood,  and  large  barriers  still  to
vercome  in  terms  of  stability  and  toxicity  for  large-scale
mplementation.
bsorption
ybrid  perovskites  exhibit  strong  optical  absorbance,  allow-
ng  for  a  much  reduced  thickness  necessary  to  efﬁciently
acilitate  collection  of  charge  carriers  [15,18,76].  Absorp-
ion  across  the  entire  visible  spectrum  is  achievable  with  a
ere  500  nm  thick  perovskite  ﬁlm,  far  less  than  the  2  m
nd  energy  band  diagram  of  common  hybrid  perovskite  materials
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Mobilities  of  7.5  cm2/Vs  for  holes  and  12.5  cm2/Vs  for
electrons  were  measured  by  Ponseca  et  al.  at  THz  fre-
quencies,  and  2  cm2/Vs  and  1  cm2/Vs  in  the  microsecond
range,  respectively,  yielding  an  electron-to-hole  mobility
ratio  of  approximately  2.0,  very  much  in  agreement  with
computational  calculations  (discussed  in  the  coming  sec-
tion)  [28,78].  In  another  report,  a  perovskite-based  thin
ﬁlm  transistor  (TFT)  was  fabricated  to  observe  the  ambipo-
lar  semiconductor  behavior  in  the  ﬁlm,  where  the  hole
transport  mobility  was  calculated  to  be  10−5 cm2/Vs  in  the
device  [84]. The  mobility  of  electrons  compared  to  holes
in  pure  perovskite  ﬁlms  presents  signiﬁcant  reasoning  as  to
why  performances  in  Al2O3-based  devices  are  comparable
to  those  based  on  TiO2.
Electronic  structure
Studies  on  the  electronic  structures  of  2D  and  3D  perov-
skite  structures  have  shown  that  the  electronic  levels  for
hybrid  perovskites  consist  of  an  antibonding  hybrid  state
between  the  B-s  and  X-p  orbitals  that  correspond  to  the
valence  band  maximum  (VBM)  and  a  non-bonding  hybrid
state  between  the  B-p  and  X-p  orbitals  that  determines  the
conduction  band  minimum  (CBM)  (Fig.  2.7)  [25—29]. In  2004,
Park  and  Chang  conducted  ﬁrst-principles  pseudopotential
studies  on  electronic  properties  of  MAPbX3 and  CsPbX3 [25].
It  was  demonstrated  that  the  electronic  levels  of  MA  lie  deep
within  the  valence  and  conduction  bands  (VB,  CB),  indicat-
ing  that  the  contribution  of  MA  toward  electronic  properties
is  miniscule  and  that  the  resulting  band  edges  stem  pri-
marily  from  the  BX6 octahedra.  Thus,  it  is  apparent  that
band  structures  are  only  slightly  affected  by  change  from
organic  (MA)  to  inorganic  (Cs)  A  cations  as  a  result  of  size
effects.  The  electronic  states  are  however  affected  by  sub-
stitution  of  the  halide  component,  such  that  a  VB  transition
from  3p  →  4p  →  5p  occurs  for  substitution  of  Cl  →  Br  →  I.
This  accordingly  lowers  the  ionization  potential  (binding
energy)  [26]. Furthermore,  the  electronic  band  structure  of
hybrid  perovskites  has  an  associated  pressure-dependence,
for  which  a  redshift  in  the  energy  gap  occurs  as  a  result
of  an  increase  in  pressure.  This  is  due  to  the  antibonding
and  non-bonding  natures  of  the  VBM  and  CBM,  respectively,
which  are  pressure-sensitive.  This  is  quite  peculiar  as  it  is  in
contradiction  with  most  semiconductor  materials  [26].
More  recently,  Umari  and  company  demonstrated  an
accurate  Spin—Orbit  Coupling-GW  (SOC-GW)  model  to  com-
pensate  for  underestimates  seen  in  previously  inconsistentThe  organic-inorganic  hybrid  halide  perovskite  for  optoelect
limitations  typically  required  by  solar  cell  active  layers.  The
absorption  peak  for  both  MAPbI3 and  MASnI3 are  sharp,  indi-
cating  a  direct  band  gap  [6,7,15,18,27,56].  MAPbI3-based
devices  typically  achieve  absorption  up  to  the  tail  end  of
the  red  region  of  the  spectrum,  approximately  800  nm.  It
has  been  demonstrated  that  Sn-based  halide  perovskites
can  extend  optical  absorbance  up  to  1000  nm  into  the  near
infrared  region  (NIR)  [59].  Moreover,  mixed  MASnxPb1−xI3
devices  have  further  extended  the  absorption  edge  from
1000  to  1300  nm  for  a  0.3—1.0  increase  in  x,  correspond-
ing  to  a  valence  band  shift  from  −5.12  eV  to  −4.73  eV  and
a  conduction  band  shift  from  −3.18  to  −3.63  eV  (Fig.  2.6a)
[59].  As  we  can  observe,  the  VB  shift  is  larger  than  that
of  the  CB  shift,  effectively  reducing  the  band  gap.  Absorp-
tion  spectra  for  MAPbI3 and  MAPbI3−xClx are  nearly  identical,
with  onsets  located  at  approximately  800  nm,  whereas
MAPbI3−xBrx yields  absorption  onsets  at  increased  energies
close  to  700  nm  [15,19,33,80].  FAPbI3-based  devices  have
shown  reduced  band  gaps  (1.48  eV)  with  absorption  onsets
near  850  nm.  Incorporation  of  Br  in  FAPbI3−xBrx,  can  be  used
to  tune  the  band  gap,  increasing  to  2.23  eV  for  x  =  0  (100%
Br  content)  corresponding  to  an  absorption  onset  of  approxi-
mately  550  nm  (Fig.  2.5a).  It  has  been  shown  that  MAPbI3 has
a  sharp  absorption  onset,  with  an  Urbach  energy  of  15  meV
[81].  The  optical  absorption  increases  exponentially  for
more  than  four  orders  of  magnitude  (decades)  in  the  below
band  gap  region,  with  no  presence  of  optically  detected
deep  states.  The  absence  of  detectable  sub-bandgap  absorp-
tion  below  photon  energies  of  1.5  eV  for  perovskites  makes
it  a  promising  candidate  for  tandem  devices,  as  will  be  dis-
cussed  in  the  coming  sections.  Energy  band  alignments  of
commonly  employed  hybrid  perovskite  materials  are  pre-
sented  in  Fig.  2.6.
Carrier  diffusion  length
Carrier  diffusion  lengths  (LD)  up  to  100  nm  for  both  elec-
trons  and  holes  in  MAPbI3 and  exceeding  1  m  in  the  mixed
halide  MAPbI3−xClx have  been  reported  via  transient  photo-
luminescence  (PL)  measurements  [64,82].  However,  it  has
been  demonstrated  that  holes  are  much  more  efﬁciently
extracted  than  electrons  in  MAPbI3 [83],  thus  explain-
ing  the  necessity  of  a  mesoporous  ETM  for  MAPbI3-based
devices,  whereas  in  MAPbI3−xClx,  both  electrons  and  holes
have  diffusion  lengths  exceeding  1  m  and  do  not  require
a  mesoporous  ETM.  Even  more  recently,  Dong  et  al.  have
demonstrated  diffusion  lengths  over  175  m  in  single  crys-
tals  of  MAPbI3 under  1  sun  illumination,  owed  to  enhanced
carrier  mobility,  lifetime  and  reduced  number  of  defects  in
the  monocrystalline  ﬁlm  [79].  Moreover,  FA-based  devices
have  shown  diffusion  lengths  intermediate  to  those  of
MAPbI3 and  MAPbI3−xClx.
Carrier  mobility
A  near  instant  charge  generation  has  been  observed
in  MAPbI3,  dissociating  into  essentially  balanced  free
charge  carriers  within  2  picoseconds  (ps)  of  high  mobility
(25  cm2/Vs)  that  remain  so  for  up  to  tens  of  microseconds
[78].  Furthermore,  electron  injection  into  a  mesoporous
TiO2 electron  transport  layer  (ETL)  occurs  in  less  than  1  ps,
however  the  sluggish  electron  mobility  of  the  intrinsic  TiO2
impedes  mobility  and  leads  to  unbalanced  charge  transport.
Figure  2.7  Representation  of  the  orbital  arrangements  for
MAPbI3 (a)  VBM,  showing  Pb-s  and  I-p  orbital  overlap,  and  (b)
CBM,  showing  Pb-p  orbitals  [27].
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tigure  2.8  Calculated  band  structures  for  (A)  MAPbI3 and  (B
ncrease in  band  gap  due  to  relativistic  effects  [28].
ensity  Functional  Theory  (DFT)  electronic  structure  meth-
ds  [28].  MAPbI3 and  MASnI3 were  investigated,  revealing
hat  relativistic  effects  are  responsible  for  the  variations
een  in  electronic  properties.  These  relativistic  effects,
hile  improving  stability  of  MAPbI3 toward  oxidation,  also
ome  with  an  unfavorable  increase  in  band  gap.  Their
esults  produced  band  gaps  in  agreement  with  experimental
alues,  yielding  a  ±0.1  eV  uncertainty  (Fig.  2.8).  The  calcu-
ated  maximum  short  circuit  current  (Jsc) was  25  mA/cm2
ompared  with  the  experimentally  determined  value  of
8  mA/cm2 and  the  highest  achieved  Jsc values  for  MAPbI3
eached  21  mA/cm2 due  to  reduced  absorption  efﬁciency  in
he  600—800  nm  range.  It  was  thought  that  approximately
.2  eV  difference  between  MASnI3 and  MAPbI3 is  attributed
o  structural  differences,  i.e.  degree  of  BX6 octahedra  tilt-
ng.
ensity  of  states
n analysis  of  the  density  of  states  (DOS)  was  conducted  by
mari  et  al.  to  provide  a  better  understanding  of  the  reduc-
ion  in  band  gap  variations.  It  depicts  an  additional  peak  for
tates  within  MASnI3 extending  from  the  main  VB  peak  not
een  for  MAPbI3.  This  feature  is  largely  attributed  to  the  I-p
tates,  however  antibonding  interactions  of  Sn-5s  and  I-5p
rbitals  also  have  signiﬁcant  contributions.  Likewise,  the  Pb-
s  orbitals  are  seen  at  a  much  lower  energy  level  and  thus
re  less  inclined  to  interact  with  I-5p  orbitals  and  constitute
he  rapid  increase  of  the  VB  of  MAPbI3 compared  to  MASnI3.
b  and  I  are  heavy  atoms,  such  that  the  5s/6p  shells  in  Sn/Pb
tabilize  the  Pb-6s  orbital  rendering  it  less  likely  to  react  or
hare  its  electrons  (6s  inert  pair  effect).  As  such,  relativis-
ic  effects,  that  is,  spin—orbit  coupling,  must  be  included  in
uantitative  analysis  of  electronic  band  structure  [26,28].
his  results  in  an  increased  the  band  gap  compared  to  that
f  MASnI3 as  the  VB  shift  is  approximately  0.5  eV  greater  than
he  CB  shift.
ffective  mass
ark  and  Chang  ﬁrst  investigated  electronic  properties  of
APbX3 (X  =  I,  Cl,  Br),  and  calculated  effective  masses  in
APbBr3 for  electrons  and  holes  at  the  CBM  and  VBM  to  be
∗
e =  0.25m0 and  m∗h =  0.12m0 (where  m0 is  the  mass  of  an
lectron),  respectively  [25].  These  values  are  comparable
s
c
g
sSnI3 using  the  SOC-GW  method.  MAPbI3 shows  an  unfavorable
o  those  seen  in  other  semiconductors,  e.g.  GaAs,  for  which
∗
e =  0.066m0 at  CBM  and  m∗h =  0.05m0,  0.08m0 for  heavy
nd  light  holes  at  VBM,  respectively.  It  was  found  that  the
ffective  mass  of  a  hole  at  the  VBM  was  lower  than  that  of
n  electron  at  the  CBM.  In  using  an  organic  cation,  effective
asses  were  slightly  larger  than  those  when  using  an  inor-
anic  one  (Cs)  due  to  larger  lattice  constants.  Thus,  m*  for
oles  at  the  VBM  for  MAPbBr3 and  MASnBr3 were  0.15m0 and
.12m0, respectively.  It  was  also  found  that  for  2D  perovskite
tructures  the  band  gap  decreased  due  to  a  carrier  con-
nement  effect  as  a  result  of  increased  number  of  stacked
erovskite  layers.
Further  theoretical  studies  have  shown  maximum  effec-
ive  masses  for  pseudocubic  MAPbI3 with  values  of  m∗e =
.23m0 and  m∗h =  0.29m0 incorporating  SOC  effects  [77].  The
imulation  results,  for  the  ﬁrst  time,  explain  the  ambipolar
arrier  transport  characteristics  in  perovskite  solar  cells.
owever,  these  effective  masses  are  for  an  ideal  case  not
ncluding  scattering  effects  due  to  phonons,  defects,  or
mpurities.  Effective  masses  of  hybrid  perovskites  are  thus
omparable  to  those  seen  in  silicon  (m∗e =  0.19m0,  m∗h =
.53m0,  0.16m0 for  heavy  and  light  holes,  respectively).
More  recent  theoretical  studies  by  Umari  and  company
ave  demonstrated  an  improved  accuracy  in  theoretical
odeling  closer  to  obtained  experimental  values  using  a
OC-GW  method  [28].  Relativistic  effects  signiﬁcantly  affect
and  dispersion,  most  prominently  observed  in  the  case  of
he  VB  of  MAPbI3 in  comparison  to  MASnI3. This  feature  is
eﬂected  by  the  calculated  effective  masses  seen  for  vari-
us  symmetries  across  the  band  structure.  Thus,  it  is  clear
hat  MASnI3 ought  to  provide  improved  hole  transport  and
ccordingly  reduced  electron  transport  compared  to  MAPbI3.
ther  properties
erroelectric
erroelectric  materials  present  beneﬁcial  effects  for  PV
pplications  as  their  strong  symmetry  breaking,  due  to  spon-
aneous  polarization,  can  result  in  enhanced  charge  carrier
eparation  upon  photoexcitation  and  allow  for  increased
arrier  lifetime  and  attainable  voltages  exceeding  the  band
ap  [26,85,86]. Hybrid  perovskites  have  shown  to  exhibit
pontaneous  electric  polarization  through  ferroelectric
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Figure  2.9  Top:  Representation  of  the  ionic  components  of  the  MAPbI3 crystal  lattice  and  (b)  possible  dipole  order  within  MAPbI3
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Pcrystals.  Bottom:  free  carrier  motion  in  (a)  traditional  p—n  jun
produced by  ferroelectric  polarization  [26].
domains  inducing  internal  electric  ﬁelds  that  may  assist
in  separation  of  photoexcited  charge  carriers,  effectively
reducing  recombination  and  facilitating  charge  extraction.
The  spontaneous  electric  polarization  arises  from  migration
of  the  B  cation  from  its  central  location  within  the  BX6
octahedra  that  causes  a  disruption  of  symmetry  [26]. This
effect  is  attributed  to  asymmetry  of  the  organic  cation,
which  prevents  the  presence  of  any  inversion  center  in  the
structure.  The  ﬂexibility  of  the  crystal  structure  allows  for
rotation  of  the  polar  organic  cations  that  results  in  a  transi-
tion  from  paraelectric  to  ferroelectric  ordering.  Such  effects
would  enhance  electron  hole  separation  and  consequentially
improve  carrier  mobility,  charge  extraction  efﬁciency,  and
performance.  A  schematic  representation  of  various  possible
dipole  ordering  of  organic  cations  is  provided  in  Fig.  2.9a.
Ferroelectric  domains  may  provide  support  for  the  free
carrier  charge  generation  in  hybrid  perovskites  previously
claimed  [87].  Frost  and  co-workers  have  proposed  the
idea  of  ‘‘ferroelectric  highways,’’  in  which  charge  carri-
ers  of  a  given  type  may  travel  unimpeded  by  carriers  of
the  opposite  charge  (Fig.  2.9)  [26].  This  in  turn  would
reduce  recombination  and  may  explain  the  long  carrier  dif-
fusion  lengths  observed.  Switchable  photocurrents  have  also
been  observed  in  hybrid  perovskites  as  a  result  of  p—i—n
T
h
i (b)  hybrid  perovskite  ﬁlm,  and  (c)  ‘‘ferroelectric  highways’’
unctions  formed  via  ion  drift.  As  such,  these  devices  pro-
uce  a  scanning-history-dependent  photocurrent  that  may
e  a  contributing  factor  to  the  observed  hysteresis  (dis-
ussed  in  the  following  sections)  [88].
hermal  conductivity
elatively  little  work  has  been  done  in  regards  to  thermal
onsiderations  for  hybrid  perovskites.  Recently,  a  temper-
ture  dependence  of  thermal  conductivity  in  crystalline
erovskite  has  been  investigated.  Pisoni  et  al.  reported
ltra-low  thermal  conductivities  (0.5  Wm−1 K−1) for  single
nd  polycrystalline  hybrid  perovskites,  demonstrating  that
eat  transport  is  primarily  attributed  to  phonon  interaction
nd  rotational  degrees  of  freedom  of  the  methylammonium
ations  [89].  Such  a  low   will  prevent  the  rapid  spread  of  the
ight-converted-heat,  which  can  cause  mechanical  stresses
nd  limit  the  lifetime  of  the  photovoltaic  device.
V applicationshe  interest  in  organic—inorganic  hybrid  halide  perovskites
as  been  largely  renewed  due  to  the  staggering  increases
n  performances  of  perovskite-based  solar  cells.  Featuring
366  Q.  Chen  et  al.
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bFigure  3.1  Three  major  groups  of  perovskite  sol
xceptional  properties,  these  materials  may  revolution-
ze  the  ﬁeld  of  renewable  energy  with  affordable,  yet
fﬁcient  solar  cells  able  to  compete  with  silicon  PV  tech-
ologies.  In  this  section,  we  carefully  review  the  recent
rogress  in  hybrid  perovskite  solar  cell  development.  Here
e  summarize  the  various  device  architectures  (‘Device
rchitecture’  section)  and  current  understanding  of  device
orking  principles  (‘Working  mechanism’  section).  The
ajor  achievements  contributing  toward  the  rapid  enhance-
ent  in  device  performances  pertain  to  perovskite  thin  ﬁlm
rowth  (‘Film  formation’  section)  and  relevant  interface
ngineering  (‘Interface  engineering’  section).  Perovskite
andem  devices  are  expected  to  be  the  most  promising
echnology  for  the  commercialization  of  perovskite  mate-
ials,  whose  efforts  will  be  discussed  (‘Tandem  devices’
ection).  In  addition,  we  speculate  on  some  open  issues  and
itfalls  of  perovskites  that  are  currently  under  debate  in
he  photovoltaic  community,  mainly,  stability  and  hystere-
is  (‘Stability’  and  ‘Hysteresis’  sections).  Due  to  the  recent
apid  increase  in  number  of  presentations  and  published
rticles  on  perovskite  solar  cells,  in  this  review  we  focus
n  a  thorough,  but  not  exclusive,  illustration  of  research
andscape.
evice  architecture
he  perovskite  absorber  MAPbI3 was  initially  used  in  dye
ensitized  solar  cells  (DSSC)  to  replace  conventional  dyes
15].  After  its  successful  embodiment  in  solid  state  DSSC,
erovskite  materials  have  attracted  great  interest  in  the  PV
esearch  community  [17].  These  device  conﬁgurations  fea-
ure  semiconducting  mesoporous  TiO2 scaffolds,  which  have
een  intensively  studied  for  DSSCs.  At  nearly  the  same  time,
evices  with  insulating  scaffolds  of  Al2O3 were  reported
o  achieve  decent  PCEs.  Further  investigations  have  found
erovskites  absorbers  to  exhibit  superior  ambipolar  trans-
ort  of  both  electrons  and  holes,  which  indicates  that
esoporous  scaffolds  in  perovskite  solar  cells  are  not  neces-
ary.  Planar  heterojunction  perovskite  solar  cells  fabricated
ia  thermal  vapor  deposition  have  demonstrated  respectful
fﬁciencies  over  15%  [7].  The  implementation  of  planar  con-
gurations  in  perovskite  solar  cells  assures  further  adoption
f  thin  ﬁlm  PV  techniques  that  have  been  developed  over
ast  decades  [4].  In  addition  to  their  unique  optoelectronic
roperties  and  organic—inorganic  hybrid  nature,  the  versa-
ility  of  perovskites  in  device  architecture  and  processing
echniques  has  been  a  main  contributor  to  its  extremely
apid  development.  The  major  device  designs  employed  for
H
m
(
Flls  categorized  based  on  the  deposition  sequence.
erovskite  solar  cells  can  be  roughly  categorized  in  into
hree  groups  based  on  the  processing  sequence,  as  illus-
rated  in  Fig.  3.1.
In  a  typical  design,  a  several  hundred  nanometer  thick
erovskite  absorber  layer  with  or  without  a scaffold  is  sand-
iched  between  an  electron  and  hole  transporting  layer
ETL,  HTL).  Upon  absorption  of  incident  photons,  carriers
re  created  within  the  absorber  and  subsequently  travel
hrough  a  transport  pathway  designated  by  the  ETL/HTL,
lectrodes,  and  interfaces  [8].  Carrier  transport  layers  serve
s  electrode  buffers  for  selective  carrier  extraction.  How-
ver,  in  some  scenarios  devices  have  been  reported  to
chieve  reasonable  efﬁciencies  without  either  an  ETL  or
TL  [18,90]. Electrode  materials  are  limited  in  choice  due
o  diffusivity  and  chemical  reactivity  with  the  perovskite
bsorber.  The  following  section  will  cover  the  versatile
rchitectures  seen  for  perovskite  solar  cells,  with  a  detailed
iscussion  regarding  the  major  components  that  determine
evice  conﬁguration.
Initially,  perovskites  were  incorporated  as  quantum  dots
o  anchor  onto  2  m  thick  TiO2 scaffolds,  mimicking  the
rchitecture  from  which  they  were  ﬁrst  employed,  the  DSSC
Fig.  3.1) [16].  Perovskite  sensitizers  were  initially  used
o  replace  the  standard  N917  dye  sensitizers  for  aqueous,
nd  later  solid-state,  DSSCs  that  achieved  promising  per-
ormances  [15]. The  devices  achieved  higher  efﬁciencies
hen  reducing  the  thickness  of  the  scaffold  and  increasing
he  loading  of  the  absorber  materials.  These  results  devel-
ped  the  foundation  for  what  was  to  come  in  the  explosive
rogress  of  perovskite  photovoltaics  in  terms  of  versatility
n  device  architecture  and  efﬁciency.  As  intrinsic  properties
f  perovskites  were  revealed  through  its  development  it  was
ealized  that  their  contributions  may  extend  beyond  that  of
 sensitizer.  Consequentially,  other  various  device  architec-
ures  were  explored  to  improve  device  performances.
he  mesoporous  scaffold
ne  of  the  most  popular  device  architectures  of  perovskite
olar  cells,  the  mesoporous  structure  (Fig.  3.1),  follows  that
f  a  solid-state  DSSC.  A  typical  device  contains  a  ﬂuorine
oped  tin  oxide  (FTO)  glass  substrate  covered  by  a  compact
iO2 ETL  (∼80  nm).  A  mesoporous  TiO2 scaffold  (∼350  nm)
s  constructed  on  top  of  the  compact  TiO2 layer,  followed
y  the  inﬁltration  of  a  perovskite  absorber.  Subsequently  a
TL  is  deposited,  most  commonly  the  hole  conducting  poly-
er  spiro-OMeTAD  (∼200  nm).  Finally,  a  thin  layer  of  gold
∼100  nm)  is  generally  deposited  as  the  top  electrode  [6].
urther  optimization  has  been  reported  in  devices  with  an
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overlayer  of  perovskite  on  top  of  the  TiO2 scaffold  [91].  It  is
now  widely  acknowledged  that  a  perovskite  ﬁlm  of  ∼350  nm
can  absorb  a  majority  of  the  incident  photons,  regardless  of
the  scaffolding  [92].  However,  it  has  also  been  noted  that
the  J—V  hysteresis  behavior  observed  in  devices  is  affected
by  the  thickness  of  the  TiO2 scaffolds  [93].
As  perovskite  solar  cell  architectures  originated  from
DSSCs,  it  is  not  surprising  that  they  most  commonly  employ
a  TiO2 based  scaffold.  Thus,  several  scaffolding  approaches
have  been  demonstrated  for  various  TiO2 building  blocks
that  include  nanowires  [80,94],  nanorods  [95,96],  nanocones
[97],  nanoﬁbers  [98],  nanotubes  [99],  and  nanohelices  [100].
The  morphology  of  the  scaffold  affects  light  scattering  and
perovskite  loading  that  ultimately  determines  the  short  cir-
cuit  current  (Jsc).  In  addition,  charge  injection  and  diffusion
are  not  the  same  across  different  types  of  TiO2 scaffolds,
which  correlate  to  device  performance  through  variation
of  open  circuit  voltage  (Voc)  and  ﬁll  factor  (FF).  Block
co-polymers  have  also  been  introduced  to  create  meso-
porous  TiO2 scaffolds  with  different  morphology  [101].  In
addition,  TiO2 based  composites  have  been  implemented
into  perovskite  solar  cells.  Graphene—TiO2 nanocomposites
have  been  proposed  to  beneﬁt  performance  resulting  from
higher  conductivity  and  better  electrical  contact  of  carbon
materials  for  electron  transport.  Reduced  graphene  oxide
[102]  has  been  blended  with  TiO2 nanocrystals  to  create
efﬁcient  ETL  scaffolds  that  have  lead  to  a  remarkable  efﬁ-
ciencies  over  15%.  TiO2—WO3 nanosheet  arrays  have  also
been  reported  recently,  where  the  introduction  of  TiO2 lay-
ers  dramatically  increases  the  PCE  of  devices  based  on
WO3 scaffolds  [103].  Moreover,  nanocrystalline  TiO2 inte-
grated  with  other  metallic  elements  [94,96,104]  have  also
been  demonstrated.  The  improvement  in  device  perfor-
mance  is  attributed  to  the  improved  absorber  morphology
and  enhanced  electron  transfer  across  the  mesoporous  scaf-
fold.  It  has  also  been  reported  that  metal  substitution  may
affect  the  surface  states  of  TiO2 [104].  Since  TiO2 has  been
reported  to  possess  surface  states  located  in  the  mid-gap
[105],  much  work  has  been  dedicated  to  surface  passivation
along  the  TiO2—perovskite  interface.  A  detailed  discussion
is  presented  in  ‘Interface  engineering’  section.
Zinc  oxide  (ZnO)  has  proven  to  be  a  feasible  alter-
native  to  TiO2 for  perovskite  solar  cells  due  to  its
comparable  energy  levels  and  sufﬁcient  electron  transport
properties.  ZnO  based  mesoporous  scaffolds,  mainly  com-
prised  of  nanorods,  have  been  constructed  through  various
approaches  [106—111].  Current  results  suggest  that  ZnO
nanorods  provide  an  effective  charge  collection  system  in
MAPbI3 devices  [109].  However,  it  is  also  worth  noting  that
carrier  recombination  issues  reside  at  the  interface  between
perovskite  and  ZnO  that  are  suspected  to  affect  device  efﬁ-
ciency.  A  PCE  over  12%[112]  has  been  achieved  in  devices
based  on  ZnO  mesoporous  scaffolds  fabricated  via  elec-
trostatic  spraying,  where  Al  doped  ZnO  was  observed  to
increase  carrier  transport  within  the  ETL  and  correspond-
ingly  improved  the  Voc and  FF.
Apart  from  the  conventional  ETL  materials  (e.g.  TiO2 and
ZnO),  perovskite  oxide  SrTiO3 (STO)  has  been  employed  to
construct  a  mesoporous  scaffold  [113].  Steady-state  pho-
toluminescence  (PL)  quenching  and  transient  absorption
experiments  revealed  efﬁcient  photoelectron  transfer  from
MAPbI3−xClx to  STO,  corresponding  to  an  improved  Voc of
d
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he  working  device.  This  suggests  STO  as  a  competitive  ETM
andidate  for  perovskite  solar  cells.
In  addition  to  semiconducting  n-type  materials,  p-type
emiconductors,  mainly  NiO,  can  also  be  used  to  fabri-
ate  mesporous  scaffolds  [114,115]. In  this  conﬁguration,
 compact  layer  and  mesoporous  scaffold  based  on  NiO  are
ubsequently  deposited  onto  a  FTO  substrate,  establishing
 hole  transport  pathway.  PCBM/Al  or  a  carbon  electrode
s  generally  employed  for  electron  collection.  In  a recent
eport,  a  layered  mesoporous  scaffold  successively  assem-
ling  both  n-type  TiO2 and  p-type  NiO  has  been  shown
116].  The  device  exhibited  extended  electron  lifetime  and
mproved  hole  extraction  of  the  counter  electrode,  leading
o  a  PCE  of  11.4%.
Another  interesting  development  in  the  architecture  of
erovskite  solar  cells  is  the  replacement  of  the  n-type  TiO2
esoporous  scaffolds  with  an  Al2O3 insulating  material,  so-
amed  a  ‘‘mesosuperstructured  architecture’’  (Fig.  3.1)
19]. The  employment  of  an  Al2O3 scaffold  revealed  superior
ptoelectronic  properties  of  perovskite,  which  encouraged
he  use  of  planar  conﬁgurations  in  perovskite  solar  cells.
maller  Voc loss  and  longer  electron  lifetime  are  reported
n  Al2O3 based  devices,  which  is  attributed  to  reduced
urface  states  at  interfaces.  Introducing  Al2O3 to  replace
iO2 shows  promise  to  circumvent  the  instability  of  TiO2
n  perovskite  solar  cells  under  UV  illumination  [117].  It  is
lso  observed  that  the  Fermi  energy  of  perovskites  show
igniﬁcant  discrepancy  when  deposited  on  Al2O3 comparing
o  those  without  scaffolds  [118].  The  authors  correlate  the
nhanced  device  performance  to  the  fast  ﬁlling  of  the  sub-
rap  states  aided  by  the  Al2O3 scaffold.  In  addition,  superior
evice  performance  has  attracted  quite  a  lot  of  efforts
o  investigate  the  processing  of  Al2O3 scaffolds,  including
ow  temperature  processing  [119,120],  copolymer-directed
rocessing  [121], and  blending  with  metal  nanoparticles  to
ntroduce  plasmonic  effects  [122].  ZrO2 [54,123]  and  SiO2
124,125]  have  also  been  employed  as  mesoporous  scaffolds.
he  planar  heterojunction
he  perovskite  materials  proven  to  assume  all  of  the  prin-
ipal  roles  of  PV  operation,  thus  planar  conﬁgurations
Fig.  3.1) have  been  developed  as  another  category  of
mportant  architectural  design.  It  can  be  roughly  subcate-
orized  into  two  groups,  n—i—p  and  p—i—n,  based  on  the
rocessing  sequence  (see  Fig.  3.1).  A  typical  n-i-p  con-
guration  is  glass/TCO/ETL/perovskite/HTL/metal,  while
he  p—i—n  pertains  to  an  inverted  structure  that  follows
lass/TCO/HTL/perovskite/ETL/metal.  Due  to  the  simplic-
ty  of  planar  conﬁgurations,  efforts  have  been  focused  on  (a)
aterial  selection  for  the  appropriate  HTL/ETL  and  inter-
ace  engineering  (‘Interface  engineering’  section),  and  (b)
eposition  techniques  to  produce  high  quality  ﬁlms  (‘Film
ormation’  section).  Devices  based  on  planar  conﬁgurations
ave  attracted  an  large  portion  of  research  efforts  as  they
rovide  enhanced  versatility  for  device  optimization  and
ase  of  multijunction  construction,  potential  low  costs  for
ass  production,  and  ease  of  investigation  of  underlying
evice  physics.
Generally,  the  ETL/HTL  helps  to  provide  interfaces  for
elective  carrier  extraction.  Curiously,  working  devices
ave  been  obtained  with  comparable  performances  even
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hen  one  carrier  transport  layer  was  omitted.  Devices
ithout  a  HTL  have  been  reported  by  several  groups
18,54,116,126—133],  for  which  it  is  claimed  that  the  most
ommonly  employed  HTL,  spiro-OMeTAD,  is  unnecessary  and
ay  be  omitted  from  the  device  conﬁguration  as  it  is  one
f  the  more  expensive  components.  Gold  and  silver  elec-
rodes  are  often  applied  for  selective  hole  collection  in
ost  devices,  however  silver  is  becoming  used  less  as  it  has
roven  to  be  chemically  reactive  with  perovskite.  Nickel
as  also  been  reported  as  a  metal  contact  [134].  More
ecently,  carbon-based  electrodes  have  been  investigated
or  low-cost  electrodes  and  have  shown  improved  chemi-
al  stability  [54,116,133,135—138].  Removal  of  the  ETL  has
lso  been  demonstrated  where  to  substantially  simplify  the
evice  fabrication  process  [90],  where  decent  PCEs  have
een  achieved  due  to  highly  efﬁcient  hole  extraction  at  the
TL  interface.  This  results  in  a  depletion  of  holes  within
he  perovskite  ﬁlm,  limiting  the  opportunity  for  bimolecu-
ar  recombination.  This  concept  provides  a  reliable  platform
o  study  device  operation  mechanisms  and  interfacial  con-
ributions.
ther  conﬁgurations
nterestingly,  organic  bulk  heterojunctions  have  been  incor-
orated  into  the  perovskite  solar  cells  to  replace  the
TL/ETL  [139,140],  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.2.  The  integration  suc-
essfully  expands  the  light  harvesting  spectrum  to  the  lower
dge,  clearly  evidenced  to  contribute  to  the  photocurrents
s  indicated  by  EQE  measurements.  Carrier  recombination
ithin  the  integrated  perovskite/BHJ  device  has  been  inves-
igated,  indicating  no  substantial  space  charge  build-up  and
hat  charge  carrier  losses  in  the  absorber  bulk  are  domi-
ated  by  monomolecular  recombination  via  defects,  where
imolecular  recombination  is  a  rather  minor  loss.  In  addi-
ion,  the  integrated  devices  have  shown  longer  photocurrent
esponse  times  than  regular  devices,  which  is  attributed
o  the  slow  charge  collection.  Moreover,  the  demonstrated
evice  successfully  harvests  sunlight  in  IR  region,  which  pro-
ides  a  feasible  approach  to  further  improve  efﬁciency  in
erovskite  based  solar  cells.  Indeed,  this  type  of  conﬁgura-
ion  is  still  in  its  infancy  with  several  unanswered  questions
egarding  its  operational  principles.
Interestingly,  ﬁber-shaped  perovskite  cells  have  also
een  reported  [141].  A  stainless  steel  ﬁber  employed  as  an
lectrode  was  coated  successively  by  compact  TiO2,  meso-
orous  TiO2,  perovskite  and  spiro-OMeTAD.  Carbon  nanotube
heets  were  woven  to  serve  as  the  top  electrode.  The  device
xhibited  a  PCE  of  3.3%  and  could  be  further  woven  for
lectronic  textiles  [141].
Flexible  and  light  weight  thin  ﬁlm  solar  cells  have
ttracted  considerable  attention  due  to  their  conve-
ience  of  integration  and  versatile  functionality.  Efforts
ave  been  extracted  to  fabricate  perovskite  solar  cells
n  ﬂexible  substrates  coated  with  a  transparent  conduc-
ive  oxide  (TCO).  These  ﬂexible  transparent  electrodes
nclude  poly(ethylene  terephthalate)  (PET)/ITO,  polyeth-
lene  naphthalate  (PEN)/ITO,  PET/IZO,  PET/AZO/Ag/AZO,
tc.  [71,106,142—149].  Titanium  foil  has  also  been
mployed  as  both  a  substrate  and  electrode,  coupled  with  a
ransparent  conductive  carbon  nanotube  network  as  the  top
ransparent  electrode  [138].  Some  ﬂexible  perovskite  solar
[
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ells  revealed  fairly  promising  mechanical  bending  stabil-
ty  [142],  maintaining  100%  PCE  throughout  1000  bending
ycles  via  R400.  Devices  using  R10  also  exhibited  no  sig-
iﬁcant  decrease  in  PCE,  retaining  over  95%  of  the  initial
alue.
Similar  to  other  PV  technologies,  the  architecture  of
erovskite  solar  cell  is  always  an  important  issue,  which
ight  affect  the  device  in  terms  of  performance,  stability,
nd  cost,  and  eventually  determines  the  commercialization
f  this  technology.  Different  from  other  PV  technologies
owever,  the  uniqueness  of  this  materials  have  assured  the
ersatility  in  adopting  various  device  conﬁgurations,  which
re  oriented  from  not  only  materials  properties  but  also
pplication  requirements.  Importantly,  the  perovskite  PV  is
till  in  its  early  stage,  so  there  is  not  a  prevailing  technol-
gy  that  dominates  the  market.  It  is  thus  open  that  any  new
ossibility  of  device  architecture,  which  ﬁts  either  main  or
iche  market.  In  considering  the  research  growing  commu-
ity  with  continuous  investment  of  efforts  and  resources,
t  is  expected  an  optimal  device  conﬁguration  will  achieve
ver  the  recent  years  that  fulﬁll  the  demands  of  perfor-
ance,  stability  and  cost  for  perovskite  solar  cells.
orking  mechanism
ith  the  rapid  progress  in  device  efﬁciency,  substantial
fforts  have  been  made  to  understand  the  underlying  mech-
nisms  that  govern  the  operation  of  perovskite  solar  cells.
his  section  summarizes  some  of  the  key  achievements.
hoto-excited  species
ne  of  the  central  questions  of  perovskite  based  semi-
onductors  is  whether  the  photoexcitation  species  are  free
arriers  or  excitonic.  Excitonic  materials,  consisting  of
ightly  bound  excitons,  give  rise  to  fast  recombination  rates
nd  high  emission  quantum  yields.  Hence,  they  are  poten-
ially  more  suitable  for  light  emitting  diodes  or  lasers.  Free
arrier  based  materials  are  more  promising  for  photovoltaic
ells,  since  electrons  and  holes  must  be  separately  col-
ected.  Generally,  the  binding  energy  between  electrons  and
oles  increases  as  the  dimensionality  is  reduced  due  to  the
uantum  conﬁnement  effect.  When  the  radius  of  a  cation  is
arger  than  its  limit  for  cubic  packing  a  perovskite  transitions
rom  3D  to  2D  occurs  giving  rise  to  excitonic  binding.
The  exciton  binding  energy  for  the  3D  perovskite  adopting
he  relatively  small  CH3NH3+ cation  is  reported  in  the  range
f  19—50  mV  [150], much  smaller  than  those  for  common
rganic  semiconductors  by  several  hundred  meV.  As  perov-
kites  have  achieved  comparable  efﬁciencies  for  various
rchitectures,  they  are  suggested  to  function  as  excitonic
bsorbers  but  with  the  high  performances  seen  in  inorganic
hin  ﬁlm  semiconductors.  However,  signiﬁcant  interplay
etween  exciton  and  free  carriers  ought  to  exist  given  the
6  meV  of  the  characteristic  thermal  energy  at  room  temper-
ture.  Experimental  evidence  is  given  by  both  steady  state
nd  transient  absorption  and  photoluminescence  spectra
howing  a  temperature  and  excitation  intensity  dependence
150].  An  accurate  estimation  of  the  exciton  binding  energy
s  challenging.  This  value  was  calculated  based  on  tem-
erature  dependent  PL  measurements,  assuming  that  the
ntegrated  PL  intensity  decreased  as  temperature  increased
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Figure  3.2  Integrated  perovskite/BHJ  device  depicting:  (a)  schematic  of  the  cross  sectional  structure  (b)  charge  generation  and
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atransport mechanism,  (c)  energy  diagram,  and  (d)  SEM  image  o
Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [139].
due  to  thermal  dissociation  of  the  exciton.  Such  assumptions
may  be  invalid  without  investigating  PL  dynamics,  since  non-
radiative  recombination  channels  are  more  active  at  higher
temperatures  which  and  would  ultimately  reduce  PL  inten-
sity.
The  most  reasonable  estimation  is  presented  by  tem-
perature  dependent  absorption  measurements  as  shown
in  Fig.  3.3,  for  which  ∼50  meV  exciton  binding  energy  is
estimated  [87].  However,  it  should  be  noted  that  photo-
excitation  species  and  exciton  binding  energies  may  vary
based  on  morphology  or  crystal  size.  The  absorption  spectra
for  mesoporous  and  planar  perovskite  structures  present  dif-
ﬁculties.  Excitonic  absorption  peaks  are  observed  for  large
perovskite  crystal  samples  and  become  very  clear  at  low
temperatures.  On  the  other  hand,  mesoporous  perovskite
with  smaller  crystals  exhibit  distinct  free  carrier  absorption
characteristics  at  low  temperatures.
The  photophysics  of  perovskite  are  not  yet  fully  under-
stood.  Continuous  research  efforts  on  this  topic  will
generate  profound  impacts  in  guiding  future  perovskite-
based  optoelectronic  technologies.  Manser  and  Kamat
observed  band  ﬁlling  in  MAPbI3 and  proposed  that  free
charges  accumulate  at  band-edges  to  further  reduce  exciton
binding  energies  via  columbic  screening  of  photo-generated
electron—hole  pairs  [151].  One  of  the  most  intriguing
aspects  of  hybrid  perovskites  are  the  dipole  moments
induced  by  the  cation,  which  distinguishes  them  among
c
t
t
s cross-section.
ll  traditional  semiconductors.  Most  inorganic  perovskites
isplay  spontaneous  electric  polarization,  particularly  pro-
ounced  in  hybrid  halide  perovskites  [26].  A  spontaneous
olarization  induced  built-in  electric  ﬁeld  is  presumed  to
acilitate  exciton  separation  upon  photoabsorption.  This
ay  explain  the  physical  origin  of  the  low  exciton  bind-
ng  energy  in  halide  perovskite  materials.  The  strong  lattice
olarization  has  potential  advantages  for  enhanced  charge
eparation,  reduced  recombination  loss  and  improved  car-
ier  lifetimes.
efects  and  band  structure
ne  merit  of  the  hybrid  halide  perovskite  semiconductor
s  their  unexpected  long  carrier  lifetimes  and  long  carrier
iffusion  lengths.  Moreover,  perovskite  semiconductors  also
how  very  efﬁcient  photoluminescence  quantum  yield  and
ven  optically  pumped  lasing  effects  [152,153]. The  high
missive  quantum  yields  and  long  carrier  lifetimes  indi-
ate  that  nonradiative  recombination  channels  are  strongly
nhibited,  strongly  suggesting  its  application  in  PV.  Yin  et  al.
tudied  the  defects  of  perovskites  through  DFT  calculations
n  the  perovskite  structure  [154,155].  Hybrid  perovskites
re  typically  composed  of  the  following  three  ions:  positively
harged  methylammonium  (MA+),  lead  (Pb2+),  and  nega-
ively  charged  iodide  (I−).  Interestingly,  the  defects  with
he  lowest  formation  energies  are  Pb2+ vacancies  and  inter-
titial  MA+. However,  both  create  shallow  charge-carrier
370  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  3.3  Temperature  dependent  absorption  spectra  of  mixed  halide  perovskites.  Absorption  spectra  of  CH3NH3PbI3 and
CH3NH3PbI3−xClx as  a  function  of  temperature  (290—4.2  K).  (a,  b)  Thin  ﬁlms  on  a  glass  substrate  and  (c,  d)  on  a  mesoporous
A
S
F
f
Sl2O3 substrate.
ource:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [87].
igure  3.4  Energy  levels  of  MAPbI3 perovskite  depicting  defect  stat
rom intrinsic  defects.
ource:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [155].es  calculated  by  DFT:  (a)  acceptor  and  (b)  donor  states  resulting
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trap  states  near  the  perovskite  band  edges  as  shown  in
Fig.  3.4.  Such  shallow  defects  do  not  serve  as  nonradiative
recombination  sites  as  do  deep  defects  with  energy  lev-
els  near  mid-bandgap,  as  have  been  experimental  observed
[156,157].  However,  simulation  results  also  predict  that
ﬁlms  grown  under  iodine-rich  conditions  are  prone  to  a
high  density  of  deep  electronic  traps  (recombination  cen-
ters)  [158].  This  ﬁnding  explains  the  larger  charge  diffusion
lengths  observed  in  perovskites  prepared  using  iodide-free
precursors.
To  some  extent,  the  lack  of  deep  trap  states  within
the  band  gap  of  the  perovskite  band  structure  explains  the
long  carrier  lifetimes.  Pb  vacancies  are  electron  acceptors
while  the  interstitial  MA+ ions  are  electron  donors.  Both
types  of  defects  are  highly  sensitive  to  preparation  meth-
ods.  Furthermore,  preparation  methods  determine  whether
perovskites  are  p-type  or  n-type.  However,  it  should  be
noted  that  the  above  theoretical  studies  indicate  that  grain
boundaries  do  not  introduce  deep  defect  states,  but  that
the  interface  states  between  the  perovskite  and  HTL/ETL,
e.g.  TiO2,  spiro-OMeTAD,  PCBM,  etc.,  could  potentially  be
detrimental  serving  as  interfacial  recombination  sites  [159].
There  have  been  a  few  reports  regarding  passivation  of  such
surface  states  [160—162].
Understanding  the  band  structure  of  perovskite  semi-
conductors  is  no  trivial  task.  The  Fermi  level  is  affected
by  interaction  with  the  mesoporous  scaffold,  which  may
correlate  to  sub-gap  electronic  trap  sites  [118].  Both  the
mesoporous  TiO2 and  Al2O3 scaffolds  appear  to  raise  the
Fermi  level  of  the  perovskite  to  just  below  (∼50  meV)  the
conduction  band,  while  the  neat  solid  perovskite  ﬁlm  on
ﬂuorine-doped  tin  oxide  (FTO)  glass  appears  to  have  the
Fermi  level  near  the  middle  of  the  band  gap.  In  the  other
reports,  it  was  found  that  MAPbI3 could  be  either  n-  or  p-
doped  by  changing  the  ratio  of  MAI  to  PbI2 [163].  An  increase
in  the  intrinsic  bandgap  that  follows  the  Burstein—Moss
band  ﬁlling  model  has  been  observed,  which  is  attributed
to  charge  accumulation  within  the  perovskite  ﬁlms  [151].
Carrier  dynamics
The  hybrid  perovskite  semiconductor  is  attractive  due
to  its  long  and  balanced  charge  carrier  diffusion  length,
which  is  in  sub-micrometer  range  [64,82].  A  charge  car-
rier  mobility  of  ∼10  cm2/Vs  is  estimated  as  the  lower
bound  of  the  methylammonium  lead  trihalide  based  on  the
THz  photoinduced  absorption  transient  spectroscopy  [164],
in  agreement  with  time  resolved  microwave  conductivity
measurements  [78,165]  and  excitation  density  perturba-
tion  analysis  [118].  The  bi-molecular  recombination  rate  to
charge  mobility  ratio  is  over  four  orders  of  magnitude  lower
than  that  predicted  from  Langevin  theory.  This  unique  prop-
erty  is  likely  to  arise  from  spatial  separation  of  electrons
and  holes  within  the  metal-halide  structure  or  across  a  crys-
talline  domain.  It  must  be  noted  that  mobilities  extracted
thus  far  are  based  solely  on  the  perovskite  ﬁlm,  however,
the  effective  mobility  within  the  actual  device  may  be  lower
than  these  reported  values  when  considering  the  interfacial
effects.  It  is  desirable  to  directly  measure  effective  charge
carrier  mobility  within  full  devices  in  the  future.
Apart  from  an  understanding  of  carrier  transport  within
the  perovskite  ﬁlm,  efforts  have  been  devoted  to  illustrate
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he  photovoltaic  process  across  the  entire  perovskite
olar  cell.  Carrier  generation  and  charge  dissociation  has
een  clearly  detailed,  where  the  electron—hole  pairs  are
enerated  almost  instantaneously  after  photoexcitation
nd  dissociate  in  2  ps  forming  highly  mobile  charges  [78].
he  photocarrier  dynamics  are  well  described  by  a  sim-
le  rate  equation  including  single-carrier  trapping  and
lectron—hole  radiative  recombination,  where  a  free-
arrier  model  is  proves  superior  than  an  exciton  model
or  interpreting  optical  properties  [166].  In  addition,
he  observation  of  both  hole  injection  into  the  HTL  and
lectron  injection  into  the  ETL  have  been  reported  by  using
ltrafast  spectroscopy  in  the  near-infrared  region  [167].
harge  accumulation  has  been  discovered  and  conﬁrmed  by
mpedance  spectroscopy  and  transient  photoluminescence
pectroscopy  independently  [151,168],  which  affects  the
and  edge  shift  in  the  perovskite  crystal  and  the  capacitor
ehavior  of  the  PV  device.
ilm  formation
igh  performance  often  closely  correlates  to  ﬁlm  qual-
ty  of  the  absorber  layer  in  semiconductor  PV  devices.  In
rder  to  obtain  high  PCEs  in  perovskite  solar  cells,  it  is
ssential  to  fabricate  high  quality  ﬁlms  with  controlled
orphology,  crystallinity  and  corresponding  optoelectronic
roperties.  The  crystallization  behavior  entails  morpholog-
cal  evolution,  which  affects  charge  dissociation  efﬁciency,
ecombination  dynamics,  and  diffusion  lengths  in  resul-
ant  perovskite  ﬁlms.  It  is  highly  dependent  on  several  key
actors  such  as  deposition  method,  surrounding  environ-
ent,  precursor  composition  and  solvents/additives  used.
CEs  exceeding  19%  have  been  realized  in  devices  based
n  engineering  modiﬁcations  and  well-controlled  material
rocessing  [8,100].
Mesoporous  scaffolds  provide  physical  constraints  on
erovskite  crystal  dimensions,  resulting  in  the  possibility  of
chieving  decent  ﬁlm  quality  for  relatively  thick  ﬁlms.  One
imple  approach  to  deposit  perovskite  materials  is  through
olution.  An  important  point  to  note  for  mesoscopic  devices
s  that  an  overlayer  of  perovskite  can  provide  enhanced  light
bsorption  and  better  hole/electron  blocking  between  the
TL  and  HTL,  respectively.  The  crystals  of  the  perovskite
verlayer  can  provide  larger  grain  sizes,  which  are  necessary
or  better  charge  transport  [84].
Crystallization  dynamics  for  planar  structures  are  most
ikely  different  from  those  of  mesoporous  scaffolds  as  there
s  a  reduced  perovskite  precursor  surface  energy  and  there-
ore  less  nucleation  sites  for  ﬁlm  growth  [169]. A  uniform
rystallization  process  involves  two  main  steps  —  nuclea-
ion  and  growth.  Non-ideal  surface  energies  would  result
n  Volmer—Weber  growth,  due  to  the  fast  growth  rate
f  the  perovskite  ﬁlm,  resulting  in  a  discontinuous  ﬁlm
f  large  sized  grains  with  holes.  Therefore,  it  is  vital  to
evelop  effective  ways  to  manipulate  nucleation  and  growth
f  perovskite  crystals  in  order  to  achieve  optimum  ﬁlm
orphology  and  crystallinity  for  future  applications  andcientiﬁc  studies.  In  this  section,  we  summarize  ﬁlm  fab-
ication  methods  to  elucidate  the  speciﬁc  processes  and
orresponding  device  architectures.  Herein,  we  summa-
ize  a  few  strategically  important  parameters  reported  to
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Figure  3.5  The  preparation  of  MAPbX3 ﬁlms  using  different  deposition  methods:  (a)  dual  source  co-evaporation  using  PbCl2 and  MAI
sources; (b)  vapor-assisted  solution  process  using  MAI  organic  vapors  to  react  with  pre-deposited  PbI2 ﬁlms  (c)  single-step  solution
processes based  on  a  mixture  of  PbI2 and  MAI,  and  sequential  coating  of  PbI2 and  MAI;  (d)  sequential  deposition  by  dipping  the
PbI2 ﬁlm  into  MAI  solution.  Copyright  2013  Nature  Publishing  Group,  2014  American  Institution  of  Physics,  2014  American  Chemical
Society.
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ontrol  the  morphology  and  achieve  high  quality  ﬁlms  that
nclude  precursor  stoichiometry,  thermal  treatment,  addi-
ives,  atmosphere  and  solvent  engineering.
ilm  formation  techniques
ybrid  perovskites  can  be  prepared  using  different  depo-
ition  routes  and  are  comprised  of  two  main  precursor
omponents:  an  organic  methylammonium  halide  cation
CH3NH3X,  X  =  Cl,  Br,  I)  and  an  inorganic  lead  halide  species,
bX2 (X  =  Cl,  Br,  I).  The  preparation  methods  for  perovskite
lms  (Fig.  3.5)  using  these  precursors  can  be  categorized
nto  three  processes:  (1)  vacuum,  (2)  solution,  and  (3)
ybrid.
acuum  deposition.  In  early  works,  high  performance
evices  (>15%  PCE)  were  achieved  by  vacuum  processes,
here  the  organic  and  inorganic  species  were  co-evaporated
o  form  uniform  planar  perovskite  ﬁlms  (Fig.  3.5a)  [7].  Later,
 sequential  vapor  deposition  of  PbCl2 followed  by  MAI  was
emonstrated  with  substrate  temperatures  between  65  and
5 ◦C  to  enhance  MAI  diffusion  into  PbCl2 [170].
olution  processing.  Due  to  the  ease  of  fabrication  and
ow  cost,  solution  processing  routes  have  been  most  attrac-
ive  for  preparation  of  perovskite  ﬁlms.  Metal  halide  and
rgano-halide  species  can  be  mixed  for  both  single-step  or
equential  deposition  at  various  ratios.  Sequential  deposi-
ion  of  PbI2 and  MAI  solutions  onto  mesoporous  TiO2 have
een  successfully  demonstrated  by  Burschka  et  al.  with
CEs  greater  than  15%  (Fig.  3.5d)  [6].  Fabrication  of  PbI2
ramework  by  atomic  layer  deposition  (ALD)  has  also  been
eported  [171].  Solution-based  processing  is  favored  for
evices  employing  mesoporous  scaffolds  as  the  precursors
an  easily  ﬁll  the  spaces  within  the  pores  [172]. While
ither  single-step  or  sequential  deposition  can  be  used  for
esoporous  structures,  single-step  precursors  cannot  form continuous  ﬁlm  for  planar  conﬁgurations  due  to  surface
nergy  and  nucleation,  as  described  previously.
To  overcome  these  ﬁlm  coverage  issues  for  single-step
eposition  in  planar  conﬁgurations,  it  was  shown  that
c
d
ﬁ
polar  ratios  of  1:3  PbI2:MAI  result  in  continuous  ﬁlms  and
onsequent  device  efﬁciencies  over  10%  [19].  This  method
as  been  widely  adopted  and  was  further  improved  by  Zhou
t  al.  to  achieve  devices  with  PCEs  over  19%  [8]. Apart  from
ingle-step  deposition  methods,  sequential  routes  have  also
een  reported  by  Xiao  et  al.  using  PbI2 and  MAI  precursors
eparately,  followed  by  proper  thermal  annealing  for  suf-
cient  interdiffusion  [173].  Sequential  solution  deposition
echniques  provide  an  alternative  route  for  ﬁlm  formation  by
urther  allowing  for  use  of  planar  architectures  (Fig.  3.5c).
igh  performance  planar  devices  with  inverted  structures
uch  as  PEDOT:PSS/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/C60/BCP/Al  were
eported  to  obtain  over  15%  PCE  [174].  Various  approaches
ave  been  developed  to  fabricate  the  hybrids  halide
erovskite  thin  ﬁlms,  which  is  of  high  value  for  fundamental
tudy  on  the  re-discovered  materials  system.
ybrid  vapor-solution  process.  Building  upon  these  tech-
iques,  hybrid  methods  combining  both  solution  and  vapor
rocesses  were  ﬁrst  proposed  and  developed  by  Chen  et  al.
Fig.  3.5b)  [21].  A  PbI2 layer  was  ﬁrst  deposited  in  solution
y  spin  coating,  followed  by  a  reaction  of  the  pre-deposited
bI2 ﬁlm  with  MAI  vapor.  The  compact  layer  featured  a
olycrystalline  texture  of  large  grains  over  1  m  with  small
urface  roughness.  Adopting  a  similar  idea,  a  chemical  vapor
eposition  growth  method,  where  MAI  was  reacted  with  a
re-deposited  PbCl2 ﬁlm,  was  reported  that  resulted  in  a
ighly  stable  and  scalable  process  [175].
recursor  stoichiometry
recursor  stoichiometry,  particularly  the  ratio  of  the  organic
nd  inorganic  components,  largely  affects  resulting  ﬁlm
uality  in  terms  of  ﬁlm  conformity  and  carrier  behavior.
s  mentioned  in  the  previous  section,  molar  ratios  of  1:1
nd  1:3  have  been  the  most  commonly  used  perovskite  pre-
ursors.  It  was  reported  that  for  a  ratio  of  1:3  via  solution
eposition  the  mixed  halide  MAPbI3−xClx exhibits  improved
lm  characteristics,  e.g.  increased  grain  size,  when  com-
ared  to  its  pure  iodide  counterpart  [19].  Additionally,
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Figure  3.6  The  SEM  images  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlms  prepared  from  non-stoichiometry  of  PbI2 to  MAI  in  DMF  solution.  Copyright
2014 The  Royal  Society  of  Chemistry.
Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [116].
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cMAPbI3−xClx ﬁlms  show  improved  carrier  lifetimes  of  over
100  ns  in  contrast  to  only  10  ns  seen  for  MAPbI3 [64].  Thus,
dramatically  different  ﬁlm  qualities  originate  from  precur-
sor  stoichiometry  that  ultimately  leads  to  a  difference  in
device  performance.
Studies  of  stoichiometry  effects  on  ﬁlm  formation  have
been  conducted,  in  terms  of  phase  formation,  underly-
ing  reactions,  and  byproducts.  MAPbI3−xClx obtained  from
PbCl2:MAI  (1:3)  and  MAPbI3 from  PbI2:MAI  (1:1)  show  nearly
identical  XRD  patterns  that  correspond  to  a  MAPbI3 phase.
This  suggests  that  ion  exchange  occurs  between  I  and  Cl  dur-
ing  perovskite  ﬁlm  formation  [19,177].  This  observation  is
also  consistent  with  previous  studies  on  MASnX3 perovskite
crystals,  where  it  was  shown  that  iodide  and  chloride  ele-
ments  cannot  form  a  continuous  mixed  MASnI3−xClx phase
as  a  result  of  the  extremely  low  solubility  of  chloride  in
the  MASnI3 phase  [178].  To  achieve  complete  MAPbI3 perov-
skite  formation,  three  times  the  amount  of  MAI  to  PbCl2 is
required.  Any  stoichiometry  deviation  from  1:3  (PbCl2:MAI)
may  cause  either  excessive  MAI  or  unreacted  PbCl2 to  remain
within  the  ﬁlm,  which  can  be  expected  to  degrade  opto-
electronic  performance  due  to  unfavorable  ﬁlm  morphology.
Zhao  et  al.  have  incorporated  excess  MACl  into  a  PbI2:MAI
(1:1)  precursor  solution  in  an  effort  to  modulate  perovskite
ﬁlm  formation  [179].  The  authors  observed  a  MAPbCl3 phase
as  an  intermediate  state  during  MAPbI3−xClx formation,  sug-
gesting  that  MACl  may  serve  as  a  temporary  intermediate
agent  and  leave  the  ﬁlm  during  thermal  annealing.  Device
performances  have  clearly  conﬁrmed  the  positive  effects
attributed  to  MACl  addition.  However,  residual  impurities
within  the  ﬁlm  have  been  observed  by  XRD,  such  as  PbI2
precursor  complexes  and  MAPbCl3 phases  [180].  Detailed
b
t
e
itudies  regarding  non-stoichiometric  ratios  of  precursors  as
ell  as  the  role  of  impurities  and  Cl  inclusion  still  remain
nder  investigation.
A non-stoichiometric  solution  of  PbI2 and  MAI  is  essential
o  modify  ﬁlm  formation  of  planar  MAPbI3 structures.  The
est  device  performance  achieved  of  approximately  12.2%
as  demonstrated  by  using  a precursor  solution  molar  ratio
f  ∼0.6—0.7:1  PbI2 to  MAI  in  DMF  [116].  The  authors  believed
hat  residual  amounts  of  PbI2 and  MAI  are  left  within  the  ﬁnal
lm  because  of  their  different  afﬁnities  toward  the  sub-
trate  and  that  non-stoichiometric  precursor  solutions  are
ital  for  achieving  pure  MAPbI3 ﬁlm  formation.  A  higher  PbI2
o  MAI  ratio  (>0.8:1)  in  the  precursor  leads  to  the  formation
f  microﬁbers  within  the  ﬁlm,  which  signiﬁcantly  increases
lm  roughness  (Fig.  3.6).  In  addition,  excess  MAPbI3 result-
ng  from  lower  PbI2 to  MAI  ratios  (<0.6:1)  does  not  exhibit
he  typical  photoluminescence  peaks  and  absorption  edges
bserved.  It  is  also  believed  that  introducing  Cl  could  form
n  intermediate  complex  to  reduce  the  interface  energy
nd  enhance  the  ﬁlm  formation  in  one  step  solution  pro-
ess  [69,70,72]. Recently,  it  is  reported  that  coordination
egree  and  mode  in  initial  colloidal  solution  was  able  to  be
uned  by  additional  methylammonium  halide  over  the  stoi-
hiometric  ratio.  It  is  found  that  excess  organic  component
an  reduce  the  colloidal  size  of  and  tune  the  morphology
f  coordination  framework  in  relation  to  ﬁnal  perovskite
rains,  and  partial-chlorine-substitution  can  accelerate  the
rystalline  nucleation  process  of  perovskite.  Devices  have
een  reported  to  achieve  17%  PCE  without  distinct  J—V  hys-
eresis.  This  work  represents  the  importance  of  colloidal
ngineering  correlating  to  the  important  fundamental  chem-
stry  of  perovskite  precursors.  Further  study  on  this  topic  will
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Figure  3.7  One-step  solution  processed  MAPbI3−xClx perovskite  ﬁlms  annealed  at  different  temperatures:  (a)  SEM  images  and  (b)
the percentage  of  surface  coverage;  (c)  SEM  and  (d)  XRD  spectra  of  MAPbI3−xClx perovskite  ﬁlms  on  mesoporous  TiO2 obtained  for
d ley.
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aifferent annealing  temperatures  and  times.  Copyright  2013  Wi
ource:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Refs.  [66,181].
rovide  genuine  guideline  to  produce  high  quality  perovskite
lms  [296].
hermal  treatment
hermal  annealing  is  an  essential  step  to  initiate  or  accel-
rate  the  reaction  between  the  organic  and  inorganic
pecies.  Eperon  et  al.  investigated  the  properties  of  planar
ixed  halide  perovskite  MAPbI3−xClx ﬁlms  based  on  one-step
olution  techniques  for  different  annealing  temperatures
Fig.  3.7a)  [181].  The  perovskite  ﬁlms  with  different  ﬁlm
hicknesses  deposited  onto  compact  TiO2 ETL  layers  were
nnealed  at  different  temperatures  ranging  from  90 ◦C  to
70 ◦C.  The  authors  observed  that  higher  annealing  tem-
eratures  resulted  in  lower  surface  coverage  of  the  ﬁlm.
n  addition,  both  the  increased  initial  ﬁlm  thicknesses  of
he  perovskite  and  compact  TiO2 layers  could  improve
he  surface  coverage  of  the  ﬁnal  perovskite  ﬁlm.  Result-
ng  device  performances  demonstrated  that  a  higher  Jsc
an  be  achieved  from  ﬁlms  with  higher  coverage  due
o  its  increased  light  absorption  capability.  Dualeh  et  al.
eported  that  densely  interconnected  perovskite  ﬁlms  can
e  obtained  by  annealing  at  80 ◦C  for  3  h,  or  100 ◦C  for
5  min,  respectively,  based  on  a  mesoporous  MAPbI3−xClx
tructure  [66].  At  lower  temperatures  (<80 ◦C),  perovskite
hase  formation  appeared  to  be  hindered.  Further  prolong-
ng  the  annealing  time  at  low  temperatures  does  not  provide
ny  advantage  for  ﬁlm  quality.  Perovskite  ﬁlms  annealed
t  higher  temperatures  (>100 ◦C)  will  produce  secondary
hases  of  PbI2,  likely  originating  from  the  decomposition
f  MAPbI3.  Fast  annealing  treatment  has  been  reported  by
aliba  et  al.  for  higher  temperatures  and  shorter  times  to
nhance  device  performances  for  planar  structure  devices.
t  was  speculated  through  PL  measurements  that  this  effect
an  reduce  recombination  losses  at  grain  boundaries  [182].Similarly,  thermal  annealing  processes  affect  resulting
lm  morphology  not  only  for  one-step  methods,  but  also
or  hybrid  and  sequential  deposition  methods.  For  example,
n  using  the  VASP  technique,  MAI  vapor  is  generated  under
p
d
d
ﬁ50 ◦C,  with  an  excessive  amount  of  MAI  powder  necessary
o  maintain  sufﬁcient  MAI  vapor  pressure  within  the  reaction
hamber.  Using  excessively  high  or  low  processing  temper-
tures  will  cause  an  undesired  ﬁlm  quality  as  result  of  slow
eaction  rates  or  additional  side/decomposition  reactions
21]. In  this  scenario,  the  annealing  temperature  has  only
 minor  effect  regarding  surface  coverage  of  the  resultant
lms  because  the  presence  of  the  pre-formed  conformal  PbI2
ramework  serves  as  a  reactant  reservoir.
Recently,  perovskite  ﬁlms  with  millimeter  scale  grains
ave  been  achieved  [297].  A  hot  diluted  solution  of  PbI2 and
ACl  (70 ◦C)  with  molar  ratio  of  1:1  was  applied  to  the  hot
TO  substrate  (180 ◦C),  and  was  immediately  subjected  to
pin-coating.  Due  to  non-stoichiometry  of  the  precursors,
he  ﬁnal  ﬁlms  exhibit  an  apparent  MAPbCl3 phase.  Interest-
ngly,  18%  PCE  has  been  observed  in  the  devices  based  on
hese  ﬁlms.  And  in  these  devices,  Voc versus  log-scaled  light
ntensity  [ln(I)]  obeys  a  slope  of  ∼1.0  kBT/q  (where  kB  is
he  Boltzmann  constant,  T  is  absolute  temperature,  and  q
s  elementary  charge),  which  suggests  that  a  bimolecular
ecombination  process  dominates  during  device  operation,
imilar  to  that  observed  in  high  quality  semiconductors  such
s  silicon  and  GaAs.  These  ﬁndings  have  brought  a  lot  of
aluable  information  to  the  research  community,  including
1)  the  ﬁlm  passivation  and  defects  states,  (2)  grain  growth
s.  nucleation  at  different  temperature,  (3)  carrier  behav-
or  in  the  polycrystalline  ﬁlms,  and  (4)  possibility  in  ﬁlm
abrication  techniques.
dditives
he  inclusion  of  small  amounts  of  chemical  additives
n  perovskite  precursor  solutions  have  been  reported  to
rovide  advantages  in  terms  of  crystallinity,  ﬁlm  coverage,
nd  resulting  device  performance.  Adopted  from  organic
hotovoltaic  research  efforts,  Liang  et  al.  added  1%  of  1,8-
iiodooctane  (DIO)  into  a  perovskite  precursor  solution  to
emonstrate  an  increase  in  device  performance  [135].  The
lms  exhibited  improved  surface  coverage  and  crystallinity
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Figure  3.8  (a)  SEM  images  of  perovskite  ﬁlms  for  various  amount  of  MACl  treatment.  The  amount  of  MACl  inclusion  increases  from
left to  right;  (b)  Perovskite  ﬁlms  for  different  amounts  of  NH4Cl  treatment.  The  amount  of  NH4Cl  increases  from  left  to  right;  (c)
SEM images  of  perovskite  ﬁlms  without  treatment.  Solvents  washed  with  toluene  and  small  molecular  additive  assisted  nucleation,
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Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Refs.  [135,183,184].
as  observed  through  SEM  (Fig.  3.8a)  and  XRD.  They  specu-
lated  that  the  temporary  coplanar  chelation  of  Pb2+ with
DIO,  as  I− ligands  reside  in  axial  octahedral  positions  on
Pb2+,  enhances  the  solubility  of  PbCl2 in  DMF.  The  chela-
tion  efﬁciency  could  be  further  modulated  to  control  the
ﬁlm  growth.  Interestingly,  Zuo  et  al.  reported  a  high  ﬁll
factor  perovskite  solar  cell  based  on  NH4Cl  as  an  additive
in  the  PbI2-MAI  precursor.  Better  crystallinity,  well-deﬁned
morphology,  and  improved  device  performances  were  evi-
dent,  similar  to  ﬁlms  that  use  DIO  or  MACl  as  additives
(Fig.  3.8b).  The  mechanism  by  which  the  NH4Cl  additive
brings  about  improvements  is  still  unclear  at  present.  How-
ever,  it  is  believed  that  the  NH4Cl  acts  in  a  similar  role  as
MACl  in  perovskite  ﬁlm  growth  [183].
Chen  et  al.  recently  reported  that  adding  3%  small
molecule  BmPyPhB  into  the  PbI2:MAI  (1:1)  solution  assists
the  nucleation  of  perovskite  formation.  The  authors  pro-
vided  a  novel  control  process  of  the  ﬁlm  nucleation  as  well
as  the  compensation  capability  of  various  types  of  organic
species  in  perovskite  materials  [184].  The  role  of  small
molecules  on  the  electrical  and  optical  properties  are  still
under  investigation.  These  results  suggest  that  the  introduc-
tion  of  additives  into  the  precursor  ﬁlm  could  be  an  effective
way  to  control  ﬁlm  growth  and  subsequently  enhance  the
device  performance.
Atmospheric  effects
Generally,  perovskite  ﬁlms  are  deposited  and  annealed
in  nitrogen  or  dry  air  glove  boxes  with  H2O  contents  less
than  5  ppm.  Perovskite  ﬁlms  annealed  in  the  presence
of  moisture  were  deduced  to  deteriorate  the  perovskite
ﬁlm.  However,  in  recent  studies,  Zhou  et  al.  found  that
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erovskite  ﬁlms  annealed  in  a  mild  moisture  environment
∼30%  humidity)  could  in  fact  signiﬁcantly  improve  ﬁlm
roperties  [8].  The  growth  mechanism  was  characterized
y  XRD  and  SEM  (Fig.  3.9a),  showing  stronger  MAPbCl3 peaks
rom  XRD  for  ﬁlms  fabricated  in  the  presence  of  a  humid
nvironment  (Fig.  3.9a).  Time-resolved  photoluminescence
easurements  demonstrated  an  improvement  in  carrier
ifetime  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlms  by  a  factor  of  almost  2,  as
ell  as  a  dramatic  improvement  in  the  Voc (from  1.02  V  to
.11  V).  You  et  al.  also  studied  moisture-assisted  perovskite
lm  growth  on  PSS:PEDOT  surfaces  [185].  Compared  to
ther  atmospheres,  perovskite  ﬁlms  annealed  in  ambient
ir  show  improved  crystallinity  and  larger  grain  sizes.  Thus,
oisture  could  possibly  promote  the  motion  of  organic
pecies  and  accelerate  grain  growth  by  partially  dissolving
he  reaction  species  and  accelerating  mass  transport  within
he  ﬁlm,  resulting  in  a  reduced  quantity  of  pin  holes  within
he  ﬁlm.  However,  ﬁlms  annealed  under  high  humidity  con-
itions  show  obvious  PbI2 peaks  as  a result  of  decomposition
f  the  organic  species  [71].  These  results  indicate  that  a
ontrolled  humidity  atmosphere  during  ﬁlm  formation  is
ecessary  to  achieve  high  performance  perovskite  devices.
urther  examination  of  different  atmospheric  effect  are
urrently  under  investigation.
Furthermore,  Xiao  et  al.  have  demonstrated  a  solvent
nnealing  technique  adopted  from  similar  methods  in  opti-
izing  the  morphology  of  organic  solar  cells  [186].  In  this
echnique,  a  semiconductor  ﬁlm  is  placed  in  an  environment
aturated  with  solvent  vapor  during  the  annealing  process  to
romote  ﬁlm  growth.  The  perovskite  ﬁlms  were  annealed  in
he  presence  of  DMF  vapor  at  100 ◦C  for  1  h.  An  extensive
rowth  was  observed  for  the  presence  of  solvent  vapor,  as
376  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  3.9  (a)  XRD  spectra  of  perovskite  ﬁlms  annealed  at  90—105 ◦C  in  a  moisture-controlled  environment  (Stage  I:  20  min,  Stage
II: 60  min,  Stage  III:  85  min);  (b)  SEM  image  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlm  annealed  for  85  min  under  mild  humidity;  (c)  cross  section  SEM  of
thermally annealed  (TA)  and  solvent  annealed  (SA)  perovskite  ﬁlms.  Copyright  2014  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  of
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t  helped  to  facilitate  the  interaction  of  PbI2 and  MAI  by
nhancing  interdiffusion  and  reorganization  of  the  precur-
or  ions.  Interestingly,  it  was  found  that  the  crystal  size  was
roportional  to  the  ﬁlm  thickness,  i.e.  thicker  ﬁlms  could
roduce  larger  grains.  However,  inverted  planar  devices  pre-
ared  via  solvent-annealed  MAPbI3 were  not  affected  by
ncreasing  ﬁlm  thickness.  Thick  perovskite  ﬁlms  of  approx-
mately  ∼1 m  were  able  to  yield  PCEs  approaching  15%,
hich  are  comparable  to  those  of  thinner  ﬁlms.
olvent  engineering
olvent  choice  greatly  affects  ﬁlm  formation  and  quality
f  perovskites,  particularly  for  solution-based  processing.
ue  to  the  distinct  nature  of  the  organic  and  inorganic
recursors  of  MAPbI3,  the  selection  of  solvents  with  sufﬁ-
ient  solubility  for  both  components  is  limited.  Currently,
,N-dimethylformamide  (DMF),  dimethyl  sulfoxide  (DMSO)
nd  gamma-butyrolactone  (GBL)  are  the  most  commonly
sed  solvents.  There  are  several  parameters  that  closely
elated  to  the  ﬁlm  growth  of  the  perovskite,  including
olubility,  boiling  point,  viscosity,  vapor  pressure  and  inter-
ction  between  solutes  and  solvents.  All  these  parameters
hould  be  taken  into  considerations  in  order  to  control  the
lm  quality  by  manipulating  the  crystal  growth  kinetics.
n  the  early  reports,  perovskite  precursors  were  deposited
sing  GBL  as  the  solvent  on  a  mesoporous  TiO2 scaffold,
esulting  in  the  effective  pore-ﬁlling  of  perovskite  into  the
esoporous  TiO2 [91].  Through  tuning  the  precursor  con-
entration  in  GBL,  it  was  shown  that  an  overlayer  can
e  formed  on  top  of  the  mesoporous  structure  to  reduce
he  direct  contact  of  the  ETL  and  HTL  and  enhance  light
e
f
v
fbsorption  [84].  Snaith  and  co-workers  ﬁrst  used  DMF-based
erovskite  precursors  to  deposit  onto  mesoporous  Al2O3
caffolds.  Later,  this  was  adopted  to  fabricate  planar  perov-
kite  solar  cells  [19]. DMF  exhibits  a  relatively  low  boiling
oint  (154 ◦C)  compared  to  that  of  GBL  (204 ◦C),  which  aids
n  facilitating  ﬁlm  formation.  However,  owed  to  extremely
igh  growth  rate  of  MAPbI3,  thin  ﬁlms  with  pinholes  and
oderate  surface  coverage  are  usually  observed  for  one-
tep  PbI2—MAI—DMF  solution  processes  [147]. Alternative
trategies  utilizing  organic  solvents  and  various  processing
echniques  have  allowed  for  optically  dense  perovskite  ﬁlms
hat  have  resulted  in  increased  device  performances.
Solvent-wash  induced  crystal  growth  has  been  realized
o  fabricate  perovskite  layers  in  planar  geometry  [93,187].
fter  spin-coating  a  solution  of  MAPbI3 in  DMF,  the  wet  ﬁlm
as  immediately  exposed  to  an  organic  solvent,  such  as
oluene  or  chlorobenzene,  to  induce  a  fast  crystallization
rocess.  MAPbI3 precursors  have  lower  solubility  in  these
rganic  solvents  and  can  be  used  to  enhance  precursor  con-
entration  during  exposure,  thus  promoting  fast  nucleation
nd  crystal  growth.  This  resulted  in  a  ﬂat  and  compact  poly-
on  grain  features  up  to  microns  in  size  after  annealing.  It
as  also  been  found  that  the  morphology  of  the  resulting
lm  is  closely  related  to  the  delay  time  when  of  the  sol-
ent  treatment  during  spin-coating.  In  this  study,  12  solvents
ere  investigated,  where  the  addition  of  chlorobenzene,
enzene,  xylene,  and  toluene  lead  to  uniform  ﬁlms  over  the
ntire  substrate.  The  kinetic  control  of  nucleation  by  the
ast  solvent  wash  has  generated  a similar  approach  through
apor-assisted  ﬁlm  formation  [188], which  enables  a  quick
abrication  of  planar  devices  at  low  temperature.
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Figure  3.10  (a)  Schematic  illustration  of  perovskite  ﬁlms  prepared  from  a  solvent  mixture  of  GBL/DMSO  (7:3)  and  dripped  with
opy
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atoluene. (b)  cross  section  SEM  of  the  resulting  perovskite  ﬁlm.  C
Source:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [93].
Mixed  solvents  have  also  been  reported  to  improve
the  morphology  of  perovskite  ﬁlms.  Kim  et  al.  observed
that  use  of  a  DMF  and  GBL  solvent  mixture  (97:3%  vol-
ume  ratio)  produces  smooth  perovskite  ﬁlms  and  uniform
crystal  domains  with  small  grain  sizes  on  planar  inverted
substrates  [189].  A  small  amount  of  GBL  solvent  reduces
the  growth  rate  and  inhibits  microﬁber  structure  forma-
tion.  The  combination  of  GBL  with  DMSO  (7:3  volume  ratio)
provides  another  combination  for  fabricating  high  quality
perovskite  ﬁlms.  A  0.8  M  MAPbI3−xBrx mixed  solvent  solu-
tion,  where  x  =  0.1—0.15,  was  spun  onto  a  mesoporous
TiO2 layer  followed  by  a  toluene  drip  during  spinning
(Fig.  3.10a).  Characterization  results  show  that  an  interme-
diate  MAI—PbI2—DMSO  complex  may  form  during  this  process
prior  to  annealing  [93].  Toluene  addition  leads  to  the  imme-
diate  freezing  of  precursor  constituents  during  spinning  via
the  quick  removal  of  excess  DMSO  solvent  and  the  rapid  for-
mation  of  the  MAI—PbI2—DMSO  phase,  leaving  a  uniform  and
transparent  layer.  Annealing  completes  the  formation  pro-
cess,  for  which  the  ﬁlm  shows  a  compact  polycrystalline  tex-
ture  with  grain  sizes  up  to  several  hundreds  of  nanometers.
Thus  we  can  see  that  solvents  either  from  the  precursor  solu-
tion  or  introduced  during  processing  substantially  inﬂuence
molecular  species  interactions  within  the  system  and  pro-
mote  various  growth  paths  that  greatly  affect  ﬁlm  quality.
To  wrap  up,  the  optimization  of  ﬁlm  formation  and  crys-
tallization  is  of  essence  for  further  advances  in  perovskite
solar  cells,  as  most  improvement  have  been  witnessed  due  to
the  enhancement  of  the  quality  of  the  ﬁlms,  mainly  in  term
of  morphology  and  defects  states.  Currently,  the  optimiza-
tion  of  ﬁlm  morphology  has  achieved  fast  progress,  where
the  continued  increase  in  the  domain  size  of  crystals  and
the  uniformity  of  thin-ﬁlm  deposition  is  expected  to  realize
soon.  On  the  other  hand,  the  passivation  of  the  trap  states
will  be  key  and  the  main  challenge  to  future  advances  in
device  performances.
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nterface  engineering
ole  transport  materials  (HTM)
nherited  from  the  similar  device  architectures  and  opera-
ional  principles  of  organic  photovoltaics  (OPV)  and  DSSC
echnologies,  perovskite  solar  cells  have  beneﬁted  from
 wide  selection  of  HTMs  that  have  been  continually
nvestigated  over  the  15  years  of  previous  technologi-
al  development.  The  broad  spectrum  of  HTMs  covers
rganic  small  molecules  and  oligomers,  polymers,  and
norganic  crystals,  as  will  be  discussed  sequentially.  The
hemical  structures  of  some  compounds  are  illustrated  in
igs.  3.11  and  3.12.
2,2′,7,7′-Tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-
,9′-spirobiﬂuorene  (spiro-OMeTAD,  Fig.  3.11)  was  ﬁrst
ntroduced  in  perovskite  solar  cells  as  hole  transport  mate-
ial  in  2012  [17],  reaching  a  peak  efﬁciency  of  9.7%.  To  this
ay,  spiro-OMeTAD  remains  the  standard  HTM  in  perovskite
olar  cells  attracting  enormous  attention.  Pristine  spiro-
MeTAD  is  low  in  electric  conductivity,  and  chemical  doping
s  one  common  method  to  improve  the  carrier  concentration
nd  conductivity.  The  mechanism  of  chemical  doping  has
een  investigated  intensively  for  DSSCs,  and  spiro-to-spiro+
ransition  is  mainly  responsible  for  charge  carrier  transport
190,191].  Upon  suitable  doping,  several  key  parameters
hat  closely  correlate  to  device  performance  have  been
tudied  carefully,  such  as  redox  potentials  relating  to
oping  levels  [192,193], stability  [194], and  spiro-to-spiro+
onversion  ratios  [195].  Recently,  Abate  et  al.  pointed  out
ertain  protic  ionic  liquid  dopings  involved  in  spiro-OMeTAD
olecular  interactions  [195]. Dopants  that  have  already
chieved  great  success  in  DSSCs,  such  as  lithium  [196]  and
obalt  salts  [197],  have  been  successfully  used  in  perovskite
olar  cells.
As  one  of  the  best  small  molecule  hole  transport  mate-
ials,  spiro-OMeTAD  has  shown  superior  properties  among
378  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  3.11  Chemical  structures  of  reported  small  molecule  hole  transport  materials.
Figure  3.12  Chemical  structures  of  reported  conjugated
polymer  hole  transport  materials.
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1ll  candidates.  However,  its  high  cost  and  processing
omplexity  [191,198,199]  have  led  to  the  pursuit  of
ther  substitutes  in  the  small  molecule  regime.  Ary-
amine  derivatives  have  received  a  great  interest,  showing
omparative  or  even  better  performances  than  spiro-
MeTAD  [104,162,163,174,200,201,202,203,204,205,206].
esides,  other  molecular  design  is  appearing  recently
149,207—211].  Inspired  by  the  success  of  OPV  materi-
ls,  some  acceptor—donor—acceptor  (A—D—A)  type  small
olecules  have  been  synthesized  and  employed  as  HTLs,
howing  high  conductivities  and  tunable  energy  alignments
208,210,211].  Particularly,  Cheng  et  al.  designed  a  small
olecule  HTM  M1  (Fig.  3.11)  based  on  a benzo[1,2b:4,5b′]-
ithiophene  (BDT)  donor  and  a  phenoxazine  (POZ)  acceptor
211].  Through  suitable  matching  of  HOMO  and  LUMO  lev-
ls  with  the  adjacent  layers,  the  devices  showed  a  Voc as
igh  as  1.02  V.  It  was  claimed  the  small  molecule  also  por-
rayed  strong  absorption  in  the  visible  region  and  relatively
igh  hole  mobility,  contributing  to  high  Jsc and  an  overall
fﬁciency  of  13.2%.  However,  the  strong  optical  absorption
ontributions  of  the  HTM  to  the  ﬁnal  photocurrent  are  still
nder  debate  [185,208]. Interestingly,  Ishii  et  al.  recently
sed  crystalline  perylene  as  a  HTL,  yielding  a  Voc reaching
.15  V  under  a  1  sun  condition  [212].  The  high  Voc achieved
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is  attributed  to  (1)  an  appropriate  HOMO  level  of  perylene
(−5.40  eV)  that  broadens  the  limit  to  minimize  Voc loss,  and
(2)  minimized  Gibbs  free  energy  losses  due  to  the  oriented
structure  of  perovskite  and  high  crystallinity  of  the  HTL.
However,  the  cell  showed  a  relatively  low  Jsc and  FF  due  to
the  moderate  conductivity  of  the  crystalline  perylene  layer
and  resulted  an  efﬁciency  of  4.15%.
Conjugated  polymers  have  been  intensively  exploited  as
HTMs  for  perovskite  solar  cells,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.12.  Typ-
ically,  PSS:PEDOT  is  used  for  inverted  conﬁgurations  and
polythiophenes  and  their  derivative  poly(3-hexylthiophene-
2,5-diyl)  (P3HT)  [84,136,213—228]  are  employed  for  normal
structures.  PSS:PEDOT  is  a  widely  used  electron  block-
ing  layer  due  to  its  excellent  transparency,  work  function,
conductivity  and  chemical  stability.  Comparing  to  spiro-
OMeTAD  based  perovskite  solar  cells,  PSS:PEDOT  devices
often  show  relatively  lower  Voc,  which  is  potentially  a
result  of  the  relatively  larger  difference  in  work  func-
tion  between  PSS:PEDOT  and  perovskite  [71,147].  As  such,
a  composite  of  PFI/PEDOT:PSS  has  been  investigated  to
obtain  energy  level  matching  between  the  HTL  and  perov-
skite  layer  [218].  By  simply  changing  the  weight  ratio  of
the  two  species,  a  work  function  of  5.4  eV  in  the  com-
posite  is  achieved  to  minimize  the  Voc loss.  The  best
performing  devices  showed  PCEs  around  11.7%.  In  addition,
polythiophenes  can  also  substitute  directly  for  PSS:PEDOT
for  the  same  device  conﬁguration  [222].  A  thin  ﬁlm  of
polythiophene  prepared  via  electrochemical  polymerization
showed  a  very  compact  surface  and  small  surface  rough-
ness,  facilitating  sufﬁcient  wetting  of  the  PbI2 solution.
Furthermore,  it  provided  a  well  matched  energy  level  to
perovskite  and  a  decent  conductivity  leading  to  a  PCE  of
11.8%.
P3HT  has  received  signiﬁcant  attention  due  to  its  excel-
lent  electrical  properties,  robust  structure  and  ease  of
processing.  Habisreutinger  et  al.  improved  the  stability  of
the  HTL  by  mixing  P3HT  with  single-walled  carbon  nano-
tubes  (CNT)  [136].  The  composite  HTL  showed  excellent  hole
extraction  and  conductivity,  which  provided  high  Jsc and  FF
in  the  device  with  a  PCE  of  15.3%.  It  is  worth  noting  that
the  blend  was  further  embedded  within  a  PMMA  matrix  to
create  a  robust  encapsulation  of  the  solar  cell.  As  a  result,
the  active  layer  of  perovskite  showed  pristine  crystallinity
after  96  h  of  exposure  to  air.  In  a  similar  work,  CNTs  were
blended  with  P3HT  in  order  to  enhance  conductivity  [214].
The  P3HT—CNT  composites  were  dissolved  in  dichloroben-
zene  and  then  spin-coated  onto  perovskite/TiO2 ﬁlm  serving
as  the  HTL.  Interestingly,  it  was  found  that  the  crystallinity
of  P3HT  was  increased  upon  the  addition  of  CNTs,  and
consequently  the  conductivity.  The  cell  reached  a  highest
efﬁciency  of  8.3%.  A  graphdiyne  modiﬁed  P3HT  has  been
employed  to  fabricate  devices  with  an  observed  stronger
absorption  and  higher  PCEs  reaching  14.58%  [226]. Raman
and  UPS  results  clearly  indicate  an  interaction  between
P3HT  and  graphdiyne,  claimed  to  favor  hole  conduction.
In  addition,  stronger  absorption  due  to  the  introduction  of
graphdiyne  was  observed.
Apart  from  P3HT,  Heo  et  al.  used  poly-triarylamine
(PTAA,  Fig.  3.12)  as  a  HTM  to  construct  a  high  efﬁciency
pillared  structure  with  12.0%  PCE  [84].  Compared  with
spiro-OMeTAD,  PTAA  showed  signiﬁcantly  higher  Voc and  FF,
mainly  due  to  the  well  matched  energy  levels  and  excellent
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onductivity.  Polyﬂuorene  derivatives  with  a  TAA  backbone
f  the  main  chain  have  been  synthesized  (TFB,  Fig.  3.12),
ealizing  an  efﬁciency  of  13.58%  in  devices  based  on
wo-step  perovskite  deposition  [224]. A  DPP  based  polymer,
amely,  poly[2,5-bis(2-decyldodecyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-
,4(2H,5H)-dione-(E)-1,2-di(2,20-bithiophen-5-yl)ethene]
PDPPDBTE,  Fig.  3.12) was  demonstrated  to  achieve  a
.2%  PCE,  improved  over  spiro-OMeTAD  and  P3HT  under
he  same  conditions  [216].  Stability  tests  revealed  device
o  withstand  1000  h  storage  without  degradation.  In  a
arallel  study,  Lin  and  co-workers  [219]  tested  a  series  of
ifferent  polymer  HTLs,  including  P3HT,  PCPDTBT,  DPP—DTT
nd  PCDTBT  (Fig.  3.12).  It  was  found  that  deposition  of
erovskite  onto  PCDTBT  presented  the  highest  degree  of
rystallinity,  which  shed  a  light  onto  substrate  control  of
rystallinity.  With  further  optimization  of  perovskite  ﬁlm
uality,  the  best  performance  cell  showed  an  efﬁciency
f  16.5%.  Wu  and  company  used  graphene  oxide  as  a  HTL
or  an  inverted  structure  [229].  The  observed  high  PL
uenching  proved  efﬁcient  hole  extraction  from  these
evices.  Moreover,  perovskite  ﬁlms  deposited  on  graphene
xide  exhibit  a  preferential  (1  1  0)  plane  orientation.
Inorganic  materials  have  also  attracted  research  inter-
sts  as  HTMs  in  perovskite  solar  cells  due  to  their  high
tability  and  low  cost.  Christians  et  al.  reported  an  inor-
anic  hole  conductor  based  on  CuI  that  showed  a  high
sc and  FF  [230],  as  well  as  stable  photocurrents  up  to
 h  under  continuous  illumination.  However,  the  Voc was
uite  low  (0.55  V)  due  to  severe  recombination  at  the
nterfaces.  NiO  was  employed  as  the  ﬁrst  reported  metal-
xide  HTL  in  perovskite  solar  cells,  demonstrating  less  of
 Voc loss  than  CuI  [116,231—233].  Wang  and  collaborators
sed  mesoscopic  NiO  as  a  HTL  as  it  has  been  successfully
sed  in  OPV  and  DSCC  devices  [231]. It  featured  a  Voc of
.04  V,  Jsc of  13.24  mA/cm2, FF  of  0.69  and  an  efﬁciency
f  9.51%.  Jen  et  al.  reported  that  insertion  of  a  compact
iO  layer  between  ITO  and  perovskite  can  lead  to  higher
evice  performances  over  PEDOT:PSS  [232].  It  is  claimed
hat  improved  wetting  and  energy  alignment  contributes  to
he  better  performance.  CuSCN  was  found  to  have  high  hole
obility,  good  chemical  stability,  and  solution-processability
233,234].  With  efﬁcient  charge  extraction  and  collection
roperties,  CuSCN  has  been  reported  as  a  HTL  achieving  an
verall  efﬁciency  of  12.4%  [208]. Etgar  et  al.  reported  the
o-sensitization  of  perovskite  and  PbS  quantum  dots  to  con-
truct  a  solar  cell  with  a panchromatic  response  [235].  Since
he  bandgap  of  PbS  quantum  dots  is  only  ∼1.4  eV,  it  acts  as
ight  harvester,  in  addition  to  its  role  of  a  HTM.  The  device
howed  high  Jsc of  24.63  mA/cm2,  with  Voc of  0.66  V,  possibly
ue  to  the  low  work  function  of  the  quantum  dots  leading  to
oc loss  upon  carrier  extraction.  Later  different  sizes  of  PbS
olloidal  quantum  dots  were  synthesized  and  employed  in
erovskite  solar  cells  [236].  Through  this  method,  the  band
ap  and  electron  afﬁnity  of  PbS  can  be  tuned  to  effectively
lock  electron  injection  into  the  PbS  layer.  The  PbS  layer
erved  as  not  only  HTL  for  hole  collection,  but  also  as  a
ight  harvester  to  expand  the  device  absorption  to  1000  nm.
uch  devices  reached  an  efﬁciency  of  7.5%.  In  addition,
TMs  can  also  be  chosen  from  cost-effective  materials,  such
s  Cu-phthalocyanine  [237].  With  a  suitable  energy  align-
ent,  the  cells  obtained  an  efﬁciency  of  5.0%  in  its  early
tage.
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lectron  transport  materials
lectron-selective  contacts  play  an  important  role  in  perov-
kite  solar  cells,  which  allow  electron  extraction  and  retard
he  recombination  of  holes  at  the  electrodes.  This  sec-
ion  will  mainly  focus  on  material  selection  and  processing
or  compact  electron  transport  layers  (ETL),  as  mesoporous
caffolds  have  been  discussed  in  ‘Device  architecture’  sec-
ion.  Similar  to  the  HTM,  ETMs  have  been  intensively
xplored  covering  a  wide  spectrum  of  organic  and  inorganic
aterials.
The  most  common  compact  ETL  is  composed  of  TiO2,
hich  is  deposited  using  a  titanium  precursor  solution  by
pray  pyrolysis  or  spin  coating.  It  is  often  followed  by  TiCl4
reatment  with  high  temperature  annealing  up  to  450 ◦C
6,17,19].  To  avoid  high  temperature  processing,  sol—gel
rocesses  aided  by  pre-synthesized  nanocrystals  have  been
eveloped  [8,147,238,239].  Corresponding  devices  employ-
ng  TiO2 compact  ﬁlms  exhibit  a  lower  series  resistance  and
mproved  FF.  In  addition,  atomic  layer  deposition  (ALD)  has
een  investigated  to  fabricate  such  compact  layers  [240],
resenting  a  lower  pinhole  density  in  the  resultant  ﬁlms
omparing  to  those  obtained  from  spray  pyrolysis  and  spin
oating.
ZnO  has  also  been  employed  as  an  electron  selective
ontact  in  an  attempt  to  replace  the  UV-sensitive  TiO2.
he  compact  layer  has  been  fabricated  through  various
pproaches  such  as  electro-deposition  [106],  magnetron
puttering  [149],  and  sol—gel  approaches  [148].  In  some
ases,  device  performance  is  insensitive  to  the  thickness  of
he  ZnO  layer,  which  is  ascribed  to  the  high  electrical  con-
uctivity  of  the  ZnO  ﬁlm  [149].  Over  15%  PCE  was  observed
or  devices  based  on  the  ZnO  with  perovskite  ﬁlms  fabricated
hrough  two-step  methods,  effectively  omitting  a  prolonged
eating  process  [148].
[6,6]-Phenyl-C61-butyric  acid  methyl  ester  (PC61BM)  is  a
idely  used  ETM,  often  coupled  with  PSS:PEDOT  to  provide
urther  enhanced  electron  transport,  has  a  favorable  energy
and  alignment  with  perovskite  [20,71,147].  A  PL  quench-
ng  was  observed  for  the  addition  of  a  PCBM  ETL,  realizing
n  efﬁciency  over  91%  that  indicates  organic  acceptors  are
r
a
p
Figure  3.13  Proposed  mechanism  fo
ource:  Adapted  with  permission  from  Ref.  [160].Q.  Chen  et  al.
ighly  effective  when  interfaced  with  perovskite  absorbers
147].  This  facilitates  the  adoption  of  organic  components
or  perovskite  technologies,  thus  allowing  the  utilization  of
he  extensive  existing  knowledge  of  hybrid  interface  engi-
eering.  Use  of  [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric  acid  methyl  ester
PC71BM)  exhibited  improved  photovoltaic  performance  with
igher  Jsc and  FF  compared  to  those  of  PC61BM.  This  was
ttributed  to  a better  external  quantum  efﬁciency  in  pho-
ocurrent  than  PC61BM  as  a  result  of  enhanced  spectral
esponses  in  the  visible  region  [241,242].  Double-layered
ullerenes,  with  a  spun  cast  PCBM  layer  underneath  followed
y  a  thermal  evaporated  C60 layer,  were  used  as  elec-
ron  extraction  layers  [116,173]. This  double  fullerene  layer
tructure  not  only  effectively  eliminates  leakage  currents
possibly  due  to  better  coverage  on  the  perovskite  ﬁlm),
ut  exhibits  better  passivation  of  traps.  Interestingly,  it  was
ound  that  double  fullerene-based  devices  provided  relief  to
—V  hysteresis  effects.
nterface  modiﬁcations
nterface  plays  an  extremely  essential  role  in  PV  devices.
t  is  important  to  control  the  carrier  behavior  across  rele-
ant  interfaces  to  achieve  high  performance  [8]. It  is  also
avored  to  retard  the  interface  aging  to  pursue  long  term
tability  of  devices.  Therefore  increasing  interest  and  rapid
rogress  has  been  received  recently,  (1)  to  manipulate  the
arrier  dynamics  at  the  interfaces  [103,243—248];  and  (2)  to
mprove  the  device  stability  by  the  rationale  design.
Abate  et  al.  [243]  have  reported  use  of  iodopentaﬂuo-
obenzene  (IPFB)  at  perovskite/HTM  interfaces  to  passivate
erovskite  crystals  for  an  achieved  20%  PCE.  IPFB  is
 Lewis  acid  that  bonds  with  surface  halogen  atoms
hrough  donor—acceptor  complexes,  consuming  excess  neg-
tive  charges  hence  allowing  further  extraction  of  holes.
imilarly,  Noel  and  co-workers  inserted  the  Lewis  bases  thio-
hene  and  pyridine  at  the  interface  [244]  for  an  observed
educed  nonradiative  recombination  of  holes.
Deep  mid-gap  states  present  at  TiO2 surfaces  has  gener-
lly  provided  non-radiative  recombination  channels  at  the
erovskite  interface  that  hampers  the  device  performance
r  PbI2 passivation  in  MAPbI3 ﬁlm.
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[105].  Various  attempts  have  been  made  to  passivate  the
TiO2 surface.  For  instance,  a  series  organic  compound
HOOC  R  NH3+I− has  been  reported  to  passivate  surface
traps  of  TiO2 [247].  Furthermore,  the  additive  was  conﬁrmed
to  aid  growth  of  perovskite  on  mesoporous  scaffolds  with
higher  loading  and  better  crystallinity.  Yttrium  substitution
[8,104,247]  has  also  shown  to  qwell  defects  at  the  surface
of  TiO2,  enabling  electrons  in  TiO2 to  recombine  with  holes
from  the  perovskite  or  HTL  ﬁlm  at  a  slower  rate.  However,
it  remains  unclear  whether  yttrium  elements  are  physically
incorporated  into  the  TiO2 nanocrystal.  Carbon-based  mate-
rials  have  proven  good  passivation  effects  on  TiO2.  C60-SAM
has  been  reported  to  modify  both  mesoporous  and  compact
TiO2 structures  to  provide  the  anchoring  group  to  attach  the
C60 and  TiO2.  The  fullerene  moiety  has  proven  to  success-
fully  reduce  non-radiative  charge  recombination  [248,249].
In  addition,  J—V  hysteresis  has  been  effectively  alleviated
by  introducing  C60-SAM.  Zhu  et  al.  inserted  graphene
quantum  dots  between  TiO2 and  perovskite  layer,  greatly
decreasing  the  electron  extraction  time  from  the  perovskite
layer  [224].  With  the  presence  of  graphene  quantum  dots,
injection  lifetime  can  be  as  small  as  90  ps  with  an  efﬁciency
increase  to  15%.  In  addition,  perovskite  solar  cells  utilizing
graphene  oxide  at  the  interface  between  HTL  and  perovskite
have  been  reported  to  enhance  the  interface  contact  and
charge  collection  efﬁciency  resulting  in  improved  Jsc [250].
Interestingly,  PbI2 has  been  reported  to  passivate  defects
at  the  perovskite  interface  across  the  entire  device  [160].
Simply  by  releasing  the  organic  species  during  annealing,
a  PbI2 phase  was  observed  to  be  present  at  perovskite
grain  boundaries  and  interfaces  [161].  It  has  been  proposed
that  the  PbI2 serve  to  passivate  the  TiO2 surface  traps  and
facilitate  hole  extraction  at  the  perovskite/HTL  interfaces,
according  to  series  measurements,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.13.
Device  performances  exhibited  systematical  changes  in
response  to  the  amount  of  PbI2 introduced,  and  femtosec-
ond  time-resolved  transient  absorption  spectroscopy  further
conﬁrmed  the  PbI2 passivation  effect  by  monitoring  the  elec-
tron  dynamics  across  the  TiO2/perovskite  interface  [162].
As  a  result  of  the  signiﬁcant  effects  seen  between  inter-
faces  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlms  and  transport  layers,  interface
engineering  across  electrodes  has  also  attracted  sufﬁcient
interest.  PEIE,  a  polymer  that  contains  simple  aliphatic
amine  groups,  has  been  employed  to  reduce  the  work  func-
tion  of  ITO.  It  eliminated  the  possible  Schottky  barrier
at  the  TiO2/electrode  interface,  and  improved  the  device
performance  in  terms  of  FF  [8].  Sun  et  al.  used  a  zwit-
terionic  small  molecule  and  LiF  to  modify  the  electron
transport  at  the  cathode  [251].  Addition  of  rhodamine  101
can  signiﬁcantly  decrease  surface  roughness  of  a  PCBM  ETL,
leading  to  better  contact  with  the  Ag  electrode.  Adding
LiF  beneath  Ag  electrode  can  increase  Voc by  approxi-
mately  0.1  V.  Using  both  rhodamine  101  and  LiF  allowed
the  cell  to  reach  a  peak  efﬁciency  of  13.2%.  In  addi-
tion,  Cs2CO3 has  been  demonstrated  to  modify  the  ITO
surface  to  achieve  optimized  interfacial  energy  level  align-
ments,  resulting  in  efﬁcient  electron-selective  contacts.
Results  indicated  that  the  surface  work  function  of  ITO
was  0.4  eV  closer  to  vacuum  level  after  Cs2CO3 treatment.
The  device  achieved  a  remarkable  PCE  of  over  15%  [252].
In  addition,  poly[(9,9-bis(3′-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-
2,7-ﬂuorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-ioctylﬂuorene)]  (PFN)  [185]  and
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athocuproine  (BCP)  [173]  have  been  employed  to  modify
he  cathode  for  better  electron  collection,  which  have  been
 common  treatment  used  in  OPV  technology.
Interface  engineering  addresses  device  stability  issues,
hich  have  been  widely  reported  [189,245,253,254]. A  Sb2S3
ayer  has  been  introduced  to  modify  the  interface  between
iO2 and  perovskite,  which  largely  improves  the  device  sta-
ility  against  light  illumination  [253].  It  was  argued  that
ight  degradation  occurs  at  the  interface  between  TiO2 and
erovskite.  Comparing  to  the  standard  conditions,  perov-
kite  ﬁlms  in  contact  with  Sb2S3 experience  less  degradation
o  form  PbI2,  as  conﬁrmed  by  XRD.  A  speculated  transforma-
ion  mechanism  illustrated  that  the  lower  electron  afﬁnity
f  Sb2S3 were  able  to  block  electron  injection  into  TiO2
hat  leads  to  oxidation  of  iodine.  In  addition,  insertion  of
ltrathin  Al2O3 layer  can  protect  perovskite  decomposition
254].  Computational  results  showed  that  due  as  a  result  of
ydrogen  bonding  between  CH3NH3+ and  H2O +,  CH3NH3+ loss
an  occur  in  a  humid  environment  thus  changing  the  crys-
al  structure  of  CH3NH3PbI3. A  layer  of  ALD-Al2O3 coated
nto  the  HTL  resulted  in  a  preserved  cell  efﬁciency  of  12.9%
fter  exposure  in  open  air  for  24  days.  However,  the  insu-
ating  nature  of  the  Al2O3 layer  appeared  to  result  in  a
ecrease  of  Jsc.  Furthermore,  efforts  have  been  conducted
o  improve  interfacial  contact  between  perovskite  and  HTM.
s  an  example,  montmorillonite  (MMT)  was  used  to  form
 buffer  layer  on  top  of  the  hole  transport  layer,  which
ffectively  prevented  the  corrosion  of  perovskite  from  tert-
utyl  pyridine  (a  common  additive  for  spiro-OMeTAD).  These
esults  were  conﬁrmed  by  XRD  and  UV—vis  spectroscopy
easurements.
To  wrap  up,  it  still  requires  efforts  to  fully  understand
he  interfacial  atomic  and  electronic  structures  in  perov-
kite  solar  cells.  The  strong  interfacial  electric  ﬁeld  of
bout  106 V/m  helps  to  extract  photo-induced  free  carri-
rs,  and  shallow  defects  states  in  the  perovskite  is  essential
o  slow  charge  recombination  at  the  interfaces.  We  have
lready  observed  the  effectiveness  of  interface  engineering
o  promote  charge  transport  and  to  suppress  recombina-
ion,  which  contribute  to  the  entire  device  performance.
n  addition,  device  stability  is  proposed  to  be  affected  by
he  interface  degradation.  It  is  the  key  to  obtain  appropri-
te  materials  with  suitable  device  architecture  for  further
dvances  in  high-performance  and  stable  perovskite  solar
ells.  Within  this  expect,  the  fundamental  interfacial  atomic
nd  electronic  structures  have  to  be  fully  understood,  such
s  interfacial  interactions,  crystal  termination,  and  the  lat-
ice  match.
andem  devices
ased  on  the  design  of  single-junction  solar  cell,  the  maxi-
um  achievable  efﬁciency  is  inherently  limited  to  31%  due
o  thermalization  and  transmission  losses  according  to  the
hockley—Queisser  limit  [255].  Solar  cell  devices  employing
raditional  absorbers  such  as  silicon  are  approaching  their
heoretical  efﬁciency  limit  of  approximately  25%.  In  order  to
urther  improve  device  PCE,  a  tandem  design  that  consists
f  multiple  absorber  cells  stacked  in  a  horizontal  fashion  can
e  realized  to  absorb  a  larger  portion  of  the  solar  spectrum
nd  consequentially  yield  higher  PCEs.
382  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  3.14  Design  of  a  double-junction  tandem  solar  cell
with: (a)  4-terminal  design  in  which  cells  are  electrically  insu-
lated from  one  another  and  connected  via  external  wiring;  (b)
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Table  3.1  Band  gaps  of  common  PV  absorber  materials.
Material  Symbol  Bandgap  (eV)
Crystalline  silicon  Si  1.11
Cadmium  selenide  CdSe  1.73
Cadmium  telluride  CdTe  1.49
CIGS CuInxGa(1−x)Se2 1.0—1.7
CZTS Cu2ZnSnS4 1.4
Gallium  indium
phosphide
GaInP  1.80
Gallium  arsenide GaAs  1.43
Germanium  Ge  0.67
Perovskite  MAPbX3 1.5—2.0
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i-terminal  design  in  which  cells  are  electrically  interconnected
y a  tunneling  junction  [256].
For  the  simplest  tandem  structure,  two  cells  are  stacked
n  top  of  one  another  and  connected  in  series.  Depending  on
he  method  of  electrical  interconnection  between  the  two
ells,  tandem  structures  can  be  categorized  as  4-terminal
stacked)  or  2-terminal  (monolithic)  (Fig.  3.14).
When  the  light  enters  the  tandem  structure,  the  top  cell
ith  the  higher  bandgap  (Eg1)  absorbs  and  converts  the  high
nergy  photons  (h  >  Eg1),  leaving  the  lower  energy  photons
Eg1 > h  >  Eg2)  to  be  harvested  by  the  lower  bandgap  bottom
ell  (Eg2).  The  remaining  photons  are  not  absorbed  by  either
ells  due  to  insufﬁcient  energy  (Eg1 >  Eg2 >  h)  to  overcome
he  bandgap  energy  barrier.  Since  multiple  absorbers  are
sed,  a  tandem  structure  can  efﬁciently  convert  photons  to
lectrical  energy  from  a  wider  range  of  the  solar  spectrum.
ccording  to  Fig.  3.15,  the  expected  theoretical  efﬁciency
or  a  double-junction  tandem  solar  cell  is  approximately
2%.
igure  3.15  Absorption  of  various  wavelengths  of  light  across
he solar  spectrum  (top)  and  resulting  conversion  efﬁciencies
bottom)  for  an  increasing  number  of  junctions  (n)  in  solar  cell
257].
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Perovskite  materials  possess  both  low  materials  cost,
ase  of  fabrication,  and  extraordinary  optical/electric  prop-
rties,  offer  one  of  the  most  promising  solution  to  realize
oth  low-cost  and  high  performance  photovoltaics.  Perov-
kite  materials  (ABX3),  possessing  a  low  bandgap-voltage
ffset  (Woc  (Eg/q)  −  Voc) and  high  carrier  mobility,  are
ighly  efﬁcient  absorbers  for  solar  energy  conversion.  The
tate  of  art  of  perovskite  solar  cell  has  reached  high  power
onversion  efﬁciency  in  the  range  of  15—20%,  based  on
nly  2—3  years  intensive  research  efforts.  With  further
mprovement  in  composition  and  interface  engineering,  the
fﬁciency  of  perovskite  solar  cells  has  the  potential  to  be
mproved  to  ∼25%.  It  is  even  appealing  that  the  most  efﬁ-
ient  perovskite  solar  cell  can  be  fabricated  under  low
emperature  solution  process,  and  the  absorption  edge  is
ess  than  800  nm  in  spectrum,  which  provides  both  fabrica-
ion  and  optical  compatibility  with  the  existing  Si,  or  related
hin  ﬁlm  solar  cell  technology,  to  construct  tandem  solar
ells.  In  this  regard,  the  construction  of  perovskite  based
andem  device  is  crucial  for  the  advanced  photovoltaics
evelopment.  Below,  we  provide  band  gaps  of  common
olar  absorber  materials  as  candidates  for  tandem  structures
Table  3.1).
MAPbX3 (X  =  I,  Cl,  Br)  based  perovskite  materials
Eg =  1.5—2.0  eV)  can  be  generally  regarded  as  wide-bandgap
bsorbers,  indicating  they  are  strong  potential  candidates
or  top-cell  absorbers  in  tandem  structures.  To  obtain  opti-
al  performances  in  double-junction  tandem  devices,  the
ottom-cell  absorber  chosen  together  with  the  perovskite
op  cell  must  possess  a  low  bandgap  near  1.1  eV.  From
able  3.1,  we  can  see  that  suitable  candidates  with  bandgaps
ear  1.1  eV  are  crystalline  silicon  and  CIGS.
The  design  of  perovskite  based  tandem  devices  have  been
roposed  in  numerous  reports  recently,  however,  limited
uccesses  have  been  achieved  so  far.  There  are  two  exam-
les  of  construction  of  perovskite  based  monolithic  tandem
olar  cells,  but  the  tunneling  junction  suffers  considerable
lectric  loss,  with  the  resulting  efﬁciency  less  than  15%.
his  efﬁciency  is  still  far  below  the  state  of  art  efﬁciency
or  single  junction  perovskite  solar  cell.  To  realize  a  highly
fﬁcient  tandem  solar  cell,  the  minimized  both  optical  and
lectrical  loss  are  the  concomitant  two  parameters.  To  min-
mize  the  electrical  loss,  the  tunneling  junction  between
op  cell  and  bottom  cell  is  built  up  to  effectively  recom-
ine  the  respective  electrons  and  holes,  and  electrically
ronic  applications  383
Figure  3.16  Comparison  of  four-  (left)  and  two-terminal
(right)  tandem  devices.  Two-terminal  tandem  devices  employ
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conductive  as  well.  The  design  of  tunneling  junction  has
been  proposed  in  this  section.  On  the  other  hand,  the  most
prominent  challenge  for  perovskite  based  tandem  devices
is  the  exploration  of  the  transparent  electrodes  for  an  efﬁ-
cient  carrier  collection.  Sputtered  metal  oxides,  e.g.  ITO
or  AZO  are  successful  transparent  top  electrodes  for  vari-
ous  solar  cell  technology,  such  as  CIGS,  CdTe,  and  Si  cells.
However,  it  is  hard  to  extend  to  perovskite  solar  cell,  as
the  high  power  energy  during  the  sputtering  process  will
deteriorate  the  organic  transport  materials,  and  even  the
hybrid  absorber  layer.  An  alternative  transparent  top  elec-
trode  is  solution  processed  carbon  based  materials,  or  metal
nanomeshes,  whereas  the  chemical  incompatibility  between
the  polar  solvents  or  Ag  species  with  perovskite  materials
hamper  the  further  demonstration.  Successful  demonstra-
tions  on  top  transparent  electrodes  will  be  discussed  in  the
later  part.
During  the  past  year,  there  have  been  several  demonstra-
tions  of  perovskite-based  tandem  solar  cells.  Löper  et  al.
ﬁrst  demonstrated  4-terminal  tandem  devices  utilizing  a
perovskite  absorber  top  cell  and  c-silicon  bottom  cell.  Com-
pared  with  single  junction  perovskite  solar  cells  (11.6%),
the  tandem  structure  enhanced  the  PCE  to  13.4%  [258].
Similar  results  were  provided  by  McGehee  and  co-workers
for  a  4-terminal  silicon/perovskite  tandem  structure  achiev-
ing  17%.  The  most  optimal  combination  (CIGS/perovskite)
may  further  push  tandem  efﬁciencies  to  18.6%,  which  is
much  higher  than  the  reference  perovskite  single-junction
cell  at  12.7%  [259].  In  anohter  study,  an  optical  split-
ter  has  been  incorporated  with  multi-junction  solar  cells
to  construct  the  four-terminal  device  system.  The  opti-
cal  splitter  is  a  multi-layered  beam  splitter  with  very  high
reﬂection  in  the  shorter-wave-length  range  and  very  high
transmission  in  the  longer-wave-length  range.  By  splitting
the  incident  solar  spectrum  and  distributing  it  to  each  solar
cell,  a  conversion  efﬁciency  of  28%  using  perovskite  and  HJ
solar  cells  [298].  However,  the  entire  tandem  device  system
depends  on  the  high  cost  optical  splitter,  which  increases
the  system  complexity,  and  retards  its  further  practical
application.
Two-terminal  tandem  structures  have  also  been  demon-
strated,  showing  superior  vertical  integration  of  the  cells
compared  to  4-terminal  devices,  which  bypasses  the  need
for  external  wiring  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.16.  However,
two-terminal  tandem  structures  require  an  extra  tunnel-
ing  junction/recombination  layer  (interconnecting  layer)
between  cells,  as  depicted  in  Fig.  3.16,  which  presents  addi-
tional  complexity  in  design.  Such  interconnections  typically
require  multi-layer  designs  of  highly  n-  and  p-doped  lay-
ers  to  facilitate  carrier  tunneling  and  recombination.  Poorly
interconnected  layers  will  result  in  unavoidable  transmission
and  electrical  loss.  Thus,  two-terminal  tandem  devices  are
often  expected  to  produce  inferior  performances  compared
to  those  of  four-terminal  architectures.
Guha  et  al.  demonstrated  a  two-terminal  tandem  using
perovskite  and  CZTS  as  top  and  bottom  cells,  respectively
[260],  resulting  in  a  PCE  (4.6%)  that  was  lower  than  the
reference  single-junction  perovskite  cell  (12.3%).  This  poor
efﬁciency  was  a  result  of  the  semi-transparency  of  the
top  electrode,  blocking  out  the  majority  of  light.  On  the
other  hand,  Yang  and  company  have  successfully  demon-
strated  two-terminal  tandem  design  [184]  using  a  bottom
s
d
f
t tunnel  junction/recombination  layer  (interconnecting  layer)
o join  together  the  separate  cells  into  one  [259].
TO  glass  electrode  to  allow  for  higher  transmittance  (trans-
arency  >  95%).  Their  results  showed  promising  improve-
ent  in  efﬁciency  leading  to  10.23%,  greater  than  those  of
ingle-junction  perovskite  and  polymer  based  devices.  This
s  by  far  the  best  demonstration  of  two-terminal  tandem
tructure  employing  a  perovskite  top  cell.  Recently,  it  has
een  demonstrated  a  1-cm2 2-terminal  monolithic  perov-
kite/silicon  multijunction  solar  cell  with  a  Voc as  high  as
.65  V  [299].  The  best  power  conversion  efﬁciency  is  stable
t  13.7%,  which  is  low  compared  to  the  record  efﬁciency  for
erovskite  or  Si  cells.  Further  improvements  can  be  achieved
y  replacing  the  spiro-OMeTAD  layer  with  wider  band  gap
ole  transport  material,  improving  the  quality  of  the  perov-
kite  absorber,  use  of  dedicated  furnaces  for  the  Si  sub-cell
abrication,  and  by  implementing  better  surface  passivation
chemes  on  the  front  and  back  side  of  the  Si  sub-cell.
Future  designs  of  perovskite-based  tandem  structures
ill  likely  utilize  the  two-terminal  designs  as  they  ulti-
ately  allow  for  a  more  compact  and  robust  structure.
he  success  of  two-terminal  tandem  structures  can  allow
ajor  current  solar  technologies  (e.g.  silicon,  CIGS,  II—V)  to
chieve  higher  performances  by  simply  stacking  a  perovskite
bsorber  on  top  of  the  existing  device.  Aside  from  requir-
ng  adequate  transmittance  and  electrical  conductivity,  the
nterconnecting  layer  must  also  be  compatible  with  exist-
ng  manufacturing  processes.  Thus,  material  selection  for
unnel  junctions  are  limited.  Here,  we  provide  some  poten-
ial  tunnel  junction  designs  that  have  proven  feasible  in
rganic  and  quantum-dot  two-terminal  tandem  solar  cells
Table  3.2).
Furthermore,  to  construct  a  perovskite  tandem  solar  cell
t  is  critical  to  develop  a  durable  electrode  with  superior
ransparency.  The  transparent  electrode  has  been  inten-
ively  studied  for  various  electronic  devices.  However,  it  is
ifﬁcult  to  process  on  top  of  perovskite  materials  due  to  its
ragile  hygroscopic  nature.  Thus  far,  transparent  top  elec-
rodes  have  been  successfully  applied  in  perovskite  solar
384  
Table  3.2  Potential  tunnel  junction/interconnecting  lay-
ers for  tandem  perovskite  structures.
Tunnel  junction  Refs.
ITO/MoO3 [261]
ITO/PEDOT:PSS  [260]
ZnO/Au/PEDOT:PSS  [262]
TiO2/PEDOT:PSS  [263]
PEDOT:PSS/ZnO  [264]
Au  [265]
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MoO3/Al/ZnO [267]
ells  via  limited  approaches.  A  thermally  evaporated  thin
old  layer  (∼10  nm)  has  been  reported,  achieving  a  device
ith  a  PCE  of  7.5%  [268].  In  another  report,  a  transpar-
nt  conducting  adhesive  was  utilized  to  laminate  a  Ni-mesh
mbedded  PET  ﬁlm  onto  the  perovskite  solar  cell,  realizing
 PCE  over  15%  [269].  Silver  nanowires  (AgNWs)  have  also
een  utilized  as  transparent  electrodes  for  tandem  perov-
kite  devices  [259].  In  a  recent  report,  AgNWs  were  blended
ith  ZnO  nanocrystals  and  applied  via  spray-coating.  Devices
ased  on  the  all-solution  process  achieved  a  PCE  of  8.49%,
nd  AgNWs  were  reported  not  to  damage  the  underlying
erovskite  [270].  Recently,  a  transparent  MoO3/ITO  elec-
rode  has  been  documented  to  obtain  an  efﬁciency  of  6.2%
or  single-junction  perovskite  devices.  This  cell  has  been  fur-
her  incorporated  into  a  tandem  device  consisting  of  a  c-Si
ell  in  a  4-terminal  conﬁguration,  achieving  a  ﬁnal  PCE  of
3.4%  [258].  Thus  we  can  see  that  perovskite-incorporated
andem  structures  provide  a  promising  route  in  obtaining
igher  efﬁciency  solar  devices  for  practical  use.
It  is  predicted  that  the  realization  of  transparent  elec-
rode,  high  quality  perovskite  ﬁlm,  good  tunneling  junction
nd  superior  silicon  bottom  cell  can  ultimately  yield  a  29.0%
fﬁcient  tandem,  with  the  ultimate  efﬁciency  potential  of
hese  monolithic  tandems  surpassing  35%.
tability
n  light  of  the  exceptional  properties  and  consequent  high
CEs  observed  in  hybrid  perovskite  devices,  prospects  of
ong-term  use  are  hindered  by  its  unstable  nature  and
apid  degradation  in  ambient  environments  that  drastically
educe  performances  in  relatively  short  periods  of  expo-
ure  time.  Reliability  issues  are  thus  a  major  concern  for
ndustrial  scale  implementation.
The  stability  of  these  materials  strongly  hinges  on  the
uality  of  its  constituents.  Pb-based  perovskite  materials
re  highly  sensitive  to  a  humid  atmosphere  due  to  their
onic  nature.  Sn-based  hybrid  perovskites  are  highly  sensi-
ive  to  both  air  and  moisture,  partially  decomposing  after
nly  2  h  and  reaching  complete  decomposition  after  just
 day  [55,61].  Considering  the  organic  cation,  the  gen-
ral  trend  is  that  MA  is  much  more  stable  than  FA  due  to
he  individual  stability  of  the  organic  cation  alone.  How-
ver,  FAPbX3 devices  have  shown  superior  thermal  stability
n  air  and  comparable  sensitivity  to  moisture  than  those
A-based  [39].  Controversially,  Sn-based  devices  incorpo-
ating  FA  have  shown  poor  stability  in  comparison  to  those
a
p
t
rQ.  Chen  et  al.
A-based,  potentially  a  reﬂection  of  the  relative  stability
f  each  A  cation  as  FA  has  an  inclination  to  form  ammo-
ia  (NH3),  sym-triazine  (C3H3N3)  and  SnI6 [36,46]. Thus,
here  seems  to  be  some  discrepancy  in  regards  to  the
orrelation  between  FA  and  stability.  While  Sn possesses
ore  optimal  electronic  properties  (i.e.  band  gap)  than  its
b-counterpart,  its  performances  have  been  hampered  by
ts  extreme  sensitivity  to  an  oxidative  environment  as  it
apidly  converts  from  Sn2+ to  Sn4+ upon  exposure.  It  has
een  shown  that  the  addition  of  lead  content  in  mixed
ASnxPb1−xI3 can  help  to  prevent  such  oxidation  of  Sn2+
o  Sn4+,  improving  its  stability  in  air  [59].  In  addition,  the
tability  of  the  perovskite  structure  decreases  upon  pro-
eeding  up  the  halide  group  (group  VIIA)  on  the  periodic
able  from  I− to  F− [33,75].  So  we  can  see  that  there
re  several  factors  to  consider  pertaining  to  each  perov-
kite  component  in  addressing  not  only  PCE  but  stability  as
ell.
In  exploring  the  numerous  potential  degradation  path-
ays,  it  is  important  to  keep  in  mind  the  basic  fundamental
hemical  reaction  for  hybrid  perovskites,  as  follows:
bI2 (s)  +  CH3NH3I  (aq)  ↔  CH3NH3PbI3 (s)  (1)
As  this  reaction  is  reversible,  in  one  direction  there
s  perovskite  formation,  while  the  other  entails  decom-
osition.  In  general,  there  are  ﬁve  major  contributors  to
erovskite  degradation,  that  include  humidity,  oxygen,  UV
ight,  solution  (solvent,  solute),  and  temperature,  and  have
een  thoroughly  reviewed  in  Ref.  [32].  Here  we  summarize
ome  of  the  key  points  in  understanding  this  topic.
umidity
APbI3 tends  to  hydrolyze  in  the  presence  of  water,  due
o  the  inherent  hygroscopic  nature  of  the  MA  cation.  The
egradation  occurs  according  to  the  following  reaction
echanism:
H3NH3PbI3 (s)  ↔  PbI2 (s)  +  CH3NH3I (aq)  (2a)
H3NH3I  (aq)  ↔  CH3NH2 (aq)  +  HI  (aq)  (2b)
HI  (aq)  +  O2 (g)  ↔  2I2 (s)  +  2H2O  (l)  (2c)
HI  (aq)  ↔  H2 (g)  +  I2 (s)  (2d)
The  ﬁrst  step  shows  that  upon  contact  with  moisture  the
ighly  hygroscopic  MA  ion  is  removed  from  the  perovskite
rystal  and  combines  with  iodine  to  reform  aqueous  MAI  and
olid  PbI2 salt.  Next,  the  MAI  may  decompose  into  aque-
us  methylamine  and  hydriodic  acid  within  the  ﬁlm  (2b),
ollowed  by  degradation  of  HI  by  either  a  redox  reaction
roducing  H2O  and  I2 via  contact  with  oxygen  (2c),  or  a
hotochemical  reaction  induced  by  UV  radiation  in  which
I  forms  iodine  and  gaseous  hydrogen  (2d).  Hybrid  perov-
kite  decomposition  has  been  reported  at  humidity  levels
s  low  as  55%,  realized  by  the  signiﬁcant  change  in  ﬁlm
olor  from  dark  black  to  yellow  [22]. Interestingly,  improve-
ent  of  ﬁlm  quality  by  utilizing  the  sensitive  nature  of
erovskites  to  moisture  has  been  demonstrated,  where  the
ygroscopic  organic  species  is  dissolved  by  the  moisture  thus
ccelerating  mass  transport  during  ﬁlm  growth  [71,185]. The
ossible  transformation  pathways  have  been  further  inves-
igated  [180],  as  depicted  in  Fig.  3.17:  PbCl2 and  MAI  may
eact  to  form  PbI2 and  MACl,  co-existing  with  MAI  (1).  During
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Figure  3.18  Scheme  of  UV-light  degradation  of  hybrid  perov-
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iFigure  3.17  Potential  reaction  pathways  for  perovskite  ﬁlm
formation  in  the  presence  of  moisture.
annealing,  PbI2 may  react  with  MAI,  and  PbCl2 with  MACl  to
form  MAPbI3 and  MAPbCl3,  respectively.  The  MAPbI3 formed
at  (2)  may  undergo  thermal  decomposition  to  produce  PbI2
and  HI  (3),  and/or  the  excess  MAI  may  continue  to  react
with  PbCl2 to  produce  PbI2 and  facilitate  the  decomposition
of  MAPbCl3 (4).
UV  irradiation
TiO2 is  known  as  an  effective  photocatalyst  to  create
hydroxyl  radicals  via  oxidation  of  water  and  for  oxidiz-
ing  organic  materials  [32].  Consequentially,  degradation
of  perovskite  ﬁlms  under  exposure  to  light  for  prolonged
periods  of  time  results  in  a  similar  manner  to  that  seen  in
dye-sensitized  solar  cells,  for  which  TiO2 induces  degrada-
tion  of  the  iodide  electrolyte  by  removal  of  its  electrons.  In
an  effort  to  explain  these  effects,  Ito  et  al.  proposed  the
following  degradation  mechanism  [253]:
2I− ↔  I2 +  2e− (3a)
3CH3NH3+ ↔  3CH3NH2 ↑  +  3H+ (3b)
I− +  I2 +  3H+ +  2e− ↔  3HI  ↑  (3c)
First,  the  TiO2 extracts  electrons  at  the  TiO2—perovskite
interface  (3a).  Subsequently  both  continuous  consumption
of  H+ to  form  HI  and  evaporation  of  CH3NH2 drives  reaction
(3b)  forward  despite  the  high  pKa value  (10.80)  of  water
uptake  by  CH3NH2 representing  an  equilibrium  shift  to  the
left  in  the  reaction  CH3NH3+ +  H2O  ↔  CH3NH2 ↑  +  H3O+.  The
extracted  electrons  at  the  TiO2-perovskite  interface  may
then  reduce  I2 forming  the  volatile  HI  (3c)  [32,253].
Niu  and  company  outlined  four  possible  routes  for  degra-
dation  via  UV  exposure,  as  presented  below  [271].  (4a)  and
(4b)  are  repeated  steps  (2a)  and  (2b)  for  visual  convenience,
showing  the  reformation  of  initial  precursor  components
and  dissociation  of  methylammonium  into  methylamine  and
hydriodic  acid.  HI  can  then  either  oxidize  to  form  solidiﬁed
I2 (4c),  or  upon  irradiation  incur  a  photochemical  reaction  to
form  H2 and  I2 (4d).  The  largely  negative  Gibbs  free  energy
(G)  associated  with  step  (4c)  indicates  via  Le  Chatlier’s
principle  that  a  reaction  from  reactants  to  products  is  highly
favorable,  highlighting  the  signiﬁcance  of  step  (4c)  in  the
degradation  process.
CH3NH3PbI3 (s)  ↔  PbI2 (s)  +  CH3NH3I  (aq)  (4a)
b
v
(
akites (a)  without  an  SbS  blocking  layer,  and  (b)  with  SbS
locking  layer  [253].
H3NH3I  (aq)  ↔  CH3NH2 (aq)  +  HI  (aq)  (4b)
HI  (aq)  +  O2 (g)  ↔  2I2 (s)  +  2H2O  (l)  (4c)
HI  (aq)  +  h  ↔  H2 ↑  (g)  +  I2 (s)  (4d)
In  an  effort  to  overcome  this  light  instability,  Ito  and  co-
orkers  employed  a  Sb2S3 surface  blocking  layer  showing
igniﬁcantly  enhanced  stability  (Fig.  3.18),  serving  to  sup-
ress  electron  extraction  at  the  TiO2—perovskite  interface
253].
Leijtens  and  company  have  shown  that  an  oxygen
nvironment  is  necessary  for  TiO2-based  devices  as  encap-
ulation  within  a  nitrogen  environment  showed  signiﬁcant
egradation  of  the  TiO2 photoanode  and  rapid  decay  of  cell
fﬁciencies  over  time  [117,272]. Replacement  of  TiO2 with
n  alumina  scaffold  has  shown  improvements  in  stability
271].  When  exposed  to  moisture,  a  normal  device  employ-
ng  TiO2 degrades  to  a performance  of  20%  of  the  initial  PCE,
hereas  with  an  Al2O3 layer  the  performance  after  exposure
s  approximately  43%  of  the  initial  PCE.  Furthermore,  Chan-
ler  and  co-workers  have  demonstrated  enhanced  stability
y  utilizing  a UV-ﬁlter  that  absorbs  UV  light  and  emits  visi-
le  light,  effectively  preventing  UV  light  from  reaching  the
iO2 ﬁlm  at  all.  Employing  this  concept  has  produced  devices
etaining  more  than  50%  of  their  initial  efﬁciency  [273].
hemical  stability
omponents  from  adjacent  materials,  solvents,  solutes,  and
mpurities  introduced  through  the  various  processing  meth-
ds  used  for  perovskites  may  also  induce  degradation.  For
nstance,  Niu  et  al.  have  shown  that  the  common  HTM  addi-
ive,  4-tert-butylpyridine  (TBP),  can  facilitate  degradation
f  the  perovskite  ﬁlm  by  the  dissolution  of  PbI2 into  TBP
ia  the  formation  of  PbI2 ×  TBP  complexes  [32,271].  Mont-
orillonite  (MMT)  has  been  introduced  as  a  buffer  layer
n  an  attempt  to  prevent  corrosion  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlm
y  TBP.  Furthermore,  commonly  employed  additive  sol-
ents  such  as  acetonitrile,  with  the  commonly  used  Li-TFSI
Li-bis(triﬂuoromethanesulfonyl)imide)  HTM  additive,  and
mmonia  gas  (NH3)  can  corrode  perovskite  ﬁlms  [274].
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ysteresis
 rather  intriguing,  yet  vastly  prominent  effect  of  anomalous
ysteresis  in  current—voltage  (J—V)  measurements  has  been
bserved  for  hybrid  perovskites  [250,275,276].  This  effect,
ensitive  to  parameters  of  scan  direction,  delay  time,  light
ntensity,  and  applied  bias,  can  lead  to  misinterpretation
f  device  efﬁciencies  [250].  Preconditioning  effects,  that
s,  conditions  immediately  prior  to  measurement  induce  a
‘scan  history’’  that  largely  inﬂuences  hysteresis  effects
250].  It  was  found  that  when  held  at  open  circuit  conditions
ust  before  measurement,  the  hysteresis  effect  may  appear
o  vanish  at  high  scan  rates  [250].  However,  this  is  not  sufﬁ-
ient  evidence  to  claim  the  absence  of  hysteresis  effects.
umerous  efforts  have  been  made  to  examine  the  origin
f  the  observed  hysteresis  effects,  which  are  highly  sus-
ected  to  arise  from  the  perovskite  material,  the  contacts,
TL  and  HTL  buffer  layers,  and  the  overall  device  archi-
ecture.  Thus  far,  three  major  contributors  to  hysteresis
ave  been  suggested:  (1)  carrier  traps  resulting  from  a  large
efect  density  within  or  near  the  surface  of  the  material;
2)  dipole  ordering  resulting  from  ferroelectric  properties
nd  polarization  of  the  material;  and  (3)  ion  migration
ue  to  excess  ions  that  serve  as  interstitial  defects.  These
ypotheses  were  experimentally  observed  to  correlate  to
he  resulting  anomalous  behavior,  which  will  be  discussed
hortly.
urface  and  interfacial  defects
efects  located  at  surfaces  or  interfaces  of  the  perovskite
aterial  provide  one  possible  explanation  for  the  observed
ysteresis  [159,276].  The  existence  of  carrier  traps  due  to
efects  at  surfaces/interfaces  that,  at  short-circuit  con-
itions,  slowly  release  trapped  carriers  as  they  transfer
o  interfaces,  can  result  in  reduced  performance.  It  is
ell  known  from  theoretical  calculations  that  deep  lying
efects  within  the  bulk  of  the  perovskite  ﬁlm  are  not  dom-
nant.  However,  ﬁlm  processing  may  cause  imperfections
nd  produce  dangling  defect  states,  mainly  located  at  grain
oundaries  and  interfaces  within  the  material.  Shao  et  al.
rgued  that  photocurrent  hysteresis  is  attributed  to  inter-
ace  and  grain  boundary  defects  in  the  perovskite  material
159].  By  depositing  PCBM  onto  the  perovskite  layer  with
hermal  annealing,  the  defects  at  free  surfaces  and  grain
oundaries  were  successfully  passivated.  Trap  state  den-
ities  were  obtained  by  thermal  admittance  spectroscopy,
hich  showed  that  PCBM  coating  can  effectively  reduce  the
mount  of  defect  states  at  the  interface  between  perov-
kite  and  the  HTL.  In  addition,  post-annealing  of  PCBM  can
nitiate  its  inﬁltration  deeper  within  the  perovskite  ﬁlm  to
chieve  passivation  along  grain  boundaries.
In  accordance  with  these  results  regarding  defect-
nduced  hysteresis,  it  has  been  demonstrated  by  multiple
roups  that  perovskite  crystals  with  larger  grain  sizes  show
ess  prominent  hysteresis  effects  for  various  device  conﬁgu-
ations  [93,250,252,277].  It  has  been  found  that  charges  are
tored  within  small  grained  samples  and  in  planar  device
tructures  [252].  Therefore,  a  higher  quantity  of  trap  states
s  present  for  small  grains  as  they  possess  more  grain  bound-
ries  and  interfacial  area  acting  as  trap  sites.  This  ﬁnding
irectly  supports  that  a  reduced  amount  of  grain  boundaries
i
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n  combination  with  PCBM  passivation  of  surface  defects  can
lleviate  the  anomalous  hysteresis  seen  for  I—V  curves.  In
ddition,  the  TiO2/perovskite  interface  has  been  observed
o  correlate  to  hysteresis.  By  optimizing  the  thickness  of
iO2 scaffolds,  the  hysteresis  phenomenon  can  be  resolved
o  a large  extent  [93].  For  the  case  of  no  n-  or  p-type
nterface,  the  rate  of  trap  release  may  increase  due  to
eightened  recombination  at  the  unblocked  contacts  result-
ng  in  enhanced  hysteresis.  This  proposed  mechanism  cannot
xplain  the  rise  in  photoconductivity  seen  over  time  [276].
hus  we  can  see  that  the  type  of  transport  layer  used,  that
s,  p-  or  n-type,  affects  the  magnitude  of  hysteresis.  Fur-
hermore,  it  has  been  shown  that  architecture  (mesoporous,
lanar  heterojunction,  mesosuperstructure)  has  an  effect
n  hysteresis  [275].  This  will  undoubtedly  result  in  different
urface  defect  states  according  to  the  morphology  of  the
mployed  architecture.
erroelectric  dipole  ordering
part  from  defects,  ferroelectric  properties  of  perovskite
tructures  may  contribute  to  hysteresis  [278,279].  The
pplied  electrical  ﬁeld  is  considered  an  external  force  that
isturbs  the  polarity  of  the  MA  ions  within  the  ﬁlm.  The
esponse  and  redistribution  of  the  MA  ions  is  suspected  to
ause  the  asymmetric  I—V  curve  observed  between  for-
ard  and  reverse  scan  [26]. These  ferroelectric  domains
ould  cause  an  unbalanced  charge  transport  of  electron
nd  holes  within  the  electrical  ﬁeld  domain.  Ferroelectric
omains  have  been  further  observed  through  piezoresponse
orce  microscopy,  which  have  shown  a reversible  switch-
ng  upon  poling  with  a  DC  bias  [280].  Additionally,  Chen
t  al.  have  conﬁrmed  bias  poling  effects  on  perovskite
aterials,  where  reverse  bias  poling  resulted  in  a  severe
ysteresis  effect  [279].  It  is  postulated  that  forward  bias
oling  can  reduce  hysteresis  effects  by  breaking  the  dipoles
rom  a  highly  ordered  state  to  random  state.  Although  the
elaxation  process  is  fast,  is  has  been  claimed  that  the
otation  and  vibration  of  the  MA  ions  plays  an  important
ole  in  determining  device  performance.  A  recent  study  by
ertoluzzi  et  al.  measured  photovoltage  decay  in  an  effort
o  elucidate  the  coupled  electronic-structural  phenomena
or  which  they  observed  two  distinct  decay  stages  [281].
apid  transients  were  observed  on  the  millisecond  time
cale,  which  are  common  response  times  for  most  solar
evices.  However  over  a  10—100-s  time  scale  a  power  law
cale  was  observed,  commonly  seen  for  relaxation  of  poly-
ers  or  glassy  materials.  These  ﬁndings  evidence  that  slow
esponses  to  perturbations  occur  and,  as  such,  are  likely
ssociated  with  ferroelectric  effects.  In  addition,  Gottes-
an  et  al.  proposed  that  the  slow  polarization  response  is  a
esult  of  a  binding  energy  reduction  due  to  an  I  →  Pb  charge
ransfer  that  depletes  the  negative  charge  carried  by  I.  Since
A  and  I  are  primarily  hydrogen  bonded,  excitation  would
esult  in  less  attraction  in  the  hydrogen  bond,  allowing  the
olar  MA  ions  to  rotate  more  freely  thus  inducing  dipole
rdering  and  structural  change  of  the  inorganic  framework
276].  The  controlling  of  the  domain  formation  could  be  an
nteresting  topic  to  have  hysteresis  free  devices  and  the
etail  studies  on  the  effects  of  the  ferroelectric  proper-
ies  in  hybrid  materials  can  beneﬁt  to  the  future  material
esigns.
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Ion  migration
The  third  possible  mechanism  has  been  examined  by  Tress
et  al.,  whom  speculated  that  an  applied  voltage  may  induce
ion  migration  for  which  excess  ions  could  accumulate  at
interfaces  and  effectively  screen  the  applied  ﬁeld,  mod-
ifying  the  built-in  potential  [282].  This  process  occurs  on
the  timescale  of  seconds  to  minutes,  providing  some  jus-
tiﬁcation  for  their  hypothesis.  A  delayed  reduction  in  the
built-in  potential  could  explain  why  there  is  a  dependence
on  voltage  sweep  rate  and  direction  for  J—V  measurements.
Even  though  there  was  no  direct  evidence  of  ion  migration
effects,  recent  works  by  Xiao  and  co-workers  have  provided
supportive  evidence  to  this  proposed  mechanism  [88].  How-
ever,  this  mechanism  may  also  be  attributed  to  the  electrical
poling  process,  which  would  explain  why  conditions  imme-
diately  prior  to  measurement  induce  a  scan-history  that
largely  inﬂuences  hysteresis  effects.  It  has  also  been  pro-
posed  that  upon  illumination  and  applied  bias,  negatively
charged  I− anions  migrate  toward  the  cathode,  and  like-
wise  the  positive  MA  cations  migrate  toward  the  anode,
effectively  creating  an  extraction  barrier  for  both  types  of
carriers  at  their  selective  contacts  [250].  This  effect  would
explain  the  s-shaped  I—V  curves  observed,  as  well  as  the
sensitivity  to  previous  I—V  bias  history.  As  such,  further
investigations  to  distinguish  these  two  mechanisms  are  nec-
essary  to  provide  a  better  understanding  of  ion  migration
contributions  to  the  observed  electrical  properties.
Despite  the  proposed  mechanisms  that  have  been
reported,  a  clear  picture  of  the  observed  hysteresis
phenomena  is  not  yet  provided.  More  efforts  to  distinguish
the  unique  properties  of  perovskites  may  accelerate  mate-
rial  development  and  device  applications  in  the  near  future.
Applications beyond PV
Beyond  the  photovoltaic  practice,  hybrid  perovskite  semi-
conductors  are  expected  to  be  incorporated  into  other
functional  devices  as  a  result  of  the  superior  perform-
ances  seen  in  PV  applications  that  include  low  trap  density
of  states,  high  carrier  mobility  and  quantum  efﬁciency
[155].  Potential  applications  extend  to  various  types  of
solution-processed  semiconductor  devices  [283]  such  as
photodetectors  [284—286],  light  emitting  diodes  (LED)
b
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Figure  4.1  (a)  Device  structure  of  the  hybrid  perovskite  photode
hybrid perovskite  photodetector  at  different  wavelengths.  The  dete
shown for  comparison  [284].c  applications  387
287,288],  lasers  [152,153], and  thin  ﬁlm  transistors  (TFTs)
289].  In  this  section,  we  review  and  discuss  some  of  the
atest  advancements  pertaining  to  these  applications  and
dentify  the  correlation  between  material  properties  and
evice-speciﬁc  functionalities.
hotodetector
 quality  solar  cell  is  able  to  function  as  a  photovoltaic
ype  photodetector.  Furthermore,  transistor-type  photode-
ectors  have  been  reported  utilizing  the  photoconductivity
f  perovskite  materials.  Dou  and  Yang  have  reported  high-
erformance  photodetectors  from  hybrid  perovskite  based
hotovoltaic  cells  [284].  This  photovoltaic  cell,  as  shown
n  Fig.  4.1a,  has  a power  conversion  efﬁciency  around  12%
nder  normal  1 sun  conditions.  They  found  the  dark  current
f  the  diode  under  reverse  bias  to  reach  10−9 mA/cm2,  while
ts  photoresponsivity  was  as  high  as  0.4  A/W  in  the  visible
pectral  range.  As  shown  in  Fig.  4.1b,  very  high  a  detectivity
lose  to  1014 Jones  was  obtained,  which  is  one  order  of  mag-
itude  better  than  that  of  the  traditional  Si  photodetector
ithin  the  same  wavelength  range.  An  ideal  photodetector
hould  exhibit  an  extremely  fast  response  to  incident  radi-
tion.  In  photovoltaic  type  photodetectors,  ﬁlm  thicknesses
re  within  the  range  of  several  hundreds  of  nanometers,
nd  since  the  charge  diffusion  length  in  perovskite  poly-
rystalline  ﬁlms  is  on  the  same  order  both  high  quantum
ield  and  fast  responses  can  be  obtained.  Another  signiﬁcant
ffect  of  device  architecture  on  photodetector  performance
s  related  to  the  hysteresis  behavior  of  perovskite  based
hotovoltaic  cells.  Though  it  is  difﬁcult  to  elucidate  the
eal  mechanisms  behind  the  hysteresis  at  this  stage,  any
elayed  photoresponse  upon  light  excitation  ought  to  be
inimized.  For  a  p—i—n  device  structure  using  a  polyelec-
rolyte  as  the  p-type  layer,  perovskite  as  the  intrinsic  layer,
nd  a fullerene  derivative  n-type  layer,  photoresponse  times
rising  and  decay  time  of  the  transient  photocurrent)  are
pproximately  300  ns,  allowing  for  operation  at  frequencies
f  several  MHz.  The  result  also  indicates  that  hysteresis  may
e  strongly  related  to  interfacial  contact  of  perovskite  with
djacent  charge  transport  layers.
When  a perovskite  layer  is  sandwiched  in  a n—i—p  struc-
ure,  for  which  the  n-layer  is  a  metal-oxide  (TiO2 or  ZnO)
tector;  (b)  External  quantum  efﬁciency  and  detectivity  of  the
ctivity  of  a  single-crystalline  silicon  diode  (purple  triangle)  is
388  Q.  Chen  et  al.
Figure  4.2  Structure  and  energy-level  diagram  of  the  perovskite  light-emitting  diode  (PLED).  (a)  Device  architecture  of  the
MAPbI3−xClx PLED  and  (b)  energy-level  diagram  of  different  layers  of  materials  in  the  infrared  PLED,  showing  conduction  and
valence band  levels  with  respect  to  vacuum  [287].
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rnd  the  p-layer  is  doped  Spiro-MeOTAD,  response  times
ave  been  observed  to  delay  from  0.1  s  to  30  s.  A  very  high
hotoresponsivity  of  3.49  A/W  at  a  wavelength  of  365  was
eported.  Such  a  non-linear  photoresponse  indicates  strong
ight  induced  charge  injection  from  the  cathode  side,  which
ight  also  related  to  the  slow  response  due  to  trap  ﬁlling
rocesses  occurring  at  the  interface  [290].  It  is  worth  noting
hat  such  photodetectors  exhibit  even  higher  photorespon-
ivity  as  the  large  channel  width  is  able  to  accommodate
igh  photocurrents.  However,  as  charge  transport  distance
trongly  inﬂuences  photoresponse  speed,  the  channel  length
hall  ultimately  be  the  limiting  factor.  While  reducing  the
hannel  length  to  a  micrometer  scale  is  a  possible  solution
o  reduce  the  response  time,  it  will  likely  cause  complication
n  processing  for  transistor  fabrication.  To  further  enhance
hotodetector  performance,  the  combination  of  perovskites
ith  other  electronic  materials  is  a  promising  route.  For
nstance,  a  graphene-perovskite  hybrid  type  photodetector
as  reported,  reaching  a  responsivity  and  external  quantum
fﬁciency  of  180  A/W  and  5  ×  104%,  respectively  [291].  Dong
nd  Huang  et  al.  employed  a  high  bandgap  hole  transport
ayer  in  combination  with  perovskite  photoactive  layers,
chieving  a  high  performance  photovoltaic  type  photode-
ector  [286].
ED  and  laser
s  described  by  the  Shockley—Queisser  limit,  an  ideal  photo-
oltaic  material  exhibits  radiative  decay  as  the  only  channel
or  charge  recombination  (detailed  balance).  As  there  has
een  a  rapid  increase  in  photovoltaic  efﬁciency  in  recent
ears,  it  has  been  recognized  that  hybrid  perovskites  possess
ery  high  PL  quantum  yields  near  70%  at  room  temperature
nd  approaching  100%  at  195  K  [292].  This  not  only  explains
he  high  photovoltaic  performance,  but  strongly  suggests  an
pplication  for  light  emitting  devices  [293].
Tan  and  Friend  et  al.  demonstrated  a  bright  electrolumi-
escence  via  perovskites  [287].  The  emission  color  can  be
f
r
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shanged  by  tuning  the  composition  of  the  perovskite  layer.
APbI3 emits  light  around  780  nm.  Introduction  of  Br− to
eplace  I− causes  emissive  band  shifting  to  red  and  green
olors.  A  sandwich  structure  was  used  to  conﬁne  the  charge
ecombination  within  the  emissive  layer,  and  use  of  quan-
um  well  structures  offers  an  excellent  EL  external  quantum
fﬁciency  of  ∼0.8%.  As  shown  in  Fig.  4.2, the  perovskite
ayer  is  sandwiched  between  a  TiO2 ETL  and  a  polymer  HTL,
nabling  efﬁcient  charge  injection.  Another  example  has
een  demonstrated  on  ﬂexible  substrates  by  Kim  et  al.,
urther  conﬁrming  the  effectiveness  of  charge  blocking  lay-
rs  for  efﬁcient  charge  recombination  within  the  perovskite
ayer  [288].  The  LED  devices  are  bendable,  similar  to  those
emonstrated  by  You  et  al.  for  photovoltaic  cells  [71].  Alter-
ative  charge  injection  and  transport  materials  have  also
een  employed  aiming  to  rationalize  the  energy  diagrams  of
he  EL  devices  [294].  The  quantum  yield  in  these  devices  is
elow  1%,  which  may  stem  from  severe  quenching  and/or
nbalanced  charge  injection.
Intrinsically,  the  hybrid  perovskite  materials  have  high  PL
uantum  yield  due  to  their  high  ﬁlm  quality.  In  addition,  the
L  lifetime  is  on  the  order  of  a  few  hundred  nanoseconds,
onger  than  that  for  normal  direct  bandgap  semiconductors,
uch  as  GaAs  (only  a  few  nanoseconds).  Such  a  laser  device
an  be  fabricated  via  low-cost  solution  processes,  making
hem  highly  attractive  as  electrically  pumped  lasers.  Ampli-
ed  simultaneous  emission  (ASE)  and  even  lasing  behaviors
ave  been  reported  from  both  cavity  and  non-cavity  modes
152,153,295].  Xing  et  al.  reported  a  very  low  threshold
12  J/cm2)  ASE  from  MAPbI3 ﬁlms,  as  clearly  shown  in
ig.  4.3.  Their  ﬁnding  indicates  that  radiative  recombination
ia  ASE  successfully  overcomes  both  bulk  (traps  and  Auger)
nd  interface  (defects)  recombination,  becoming  the  dom-
nant  channel.  This  is  a  very  surprising  observation,  and  it
emains  unclear  why  the  ASE  occurs  on  such  an  extremely
ast  (<10  ps)  time  scale.  In  addition,  emission  colors  can  be
eadily  tuned  via  changing  the  composition  in  the  perovskite
ayer.  Measured  quantum  yields  of  simultaneous  PL  emis-
ions  ranging  from  20%  to  70%  have  been  reported  by  various
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Figure  4.3  Coherent  light  emission  from  solution-processed  perovskite  ﬁlms.  (a)  Steady-state  PL  emission  spectra  from  a  65-nm-
thick MAPbI3 ﬁlm  photoexcited  using  600  nm,  150  fs  and  1  kHz  pump  pulses  with  increasing  pump  ﬂuence  (per  pulse)  —  illustrating
the transition  from  SE  to  ASE.  (b)  FWHM  of  the  emission  peak  and  average  transient  PL  lifetime  (PL)  as  a  function  of  the  pump
ﬂuence. PL is  the  time  taken  for  the  intensity  to  decrease  to  1/e  of  its  initial  value.  (c)  PL  intensity  as  a  function  of  pump  ﬂuence.
The arrows  indicate  the  trap  state  saturation  threshold  ﬂuence  (Ptrapth )  and  the  ASE  threshold  ﬂuence  (P
ASE
th ).  The  blue  and  red  lines
represent the  linear  ﬁts  to  experimental  data  in  the  two  linear  regimes  of  SE  and  ASE,  respectively.  The  dashed  vertical  black  lines
in b  and  c  indicate  the  onset  of  ASE  [153].
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tgroups,  indicating  that  ﬁlm  properties  are  very  sensitive  to
processing  parameters  and  measurement  conditions  as  we
have  seen  for  PV  applications  [293].  Moreover,  lasing  from
planar  and  spherical  optical  cavities  also  strongly  suggests
the  great  potential  of  hybrid  perovskites  for  application  in
solid-state  electrical-pump  lasers  [152,295].
Transistors
As  one  of  the  early  inorganic  solution  processable  materials,
hybrid  tin  perovskites  have  been  intensively  studied  for  thin
ﬁlm  transistors  (TFT)  for  potential  applications  in  microelec-
tronics.  Hall  effect  measurement  shows  very  high  estimated
electron  and  hole  mobility  that  exceed  2000  cm2/Vs  and
300  cm2/Vs  [36].  However,  transistors  based  on  lead  based
perovskites  have  hardly  been  seen.  Nevertheless,  Soci  and
company  have  demonstrated  light-emitting  characteristics
from  MAPbI3 in  a  bottom-contact  transistor  conﬁguration.
It  has  been  conﬁrmed  that  the  compound  is  ambipolar  in
nature,  and  carrier  mobilities  measured  at  low  temperature
are  well  below  1  cm2/Vs,  much  lower  than  expected  values
[289].  More  importantly  electronic  properties  are  discussed,
shedding  light  on  further  investigation  of  charge  transport
mechanisms  in  perovskite  materials.
Future outlook
In  summary,  we  have  portrayed  a  comprehensive  under-
standing  of  hybrid  perovskite  materials  for  applications  in
photovoltaics  and  other  optoelectronics  technologies.  As
an  organic—inorganic  hybrid  material,  MAPbX3 perovskites
effectively  combine  the  attributes  of  the  inorganic  frame-
work  and  the  intercalated  organic  species,  and  as  such  are
highly  distinguished  among  other  hybrid  materials.  Through
d
t
a
cts  development,  perovskite  materials  have  come  to  feature
igh  absorption  coefﬁcients,  long  carrier  lifetimes  and  diffu-
ion  lengths,  ambipolar  carrier  transport,  and  shallow  defect
evels.  As  has  been  carefully  reviewed,  their  application  in
hin  ﬁlm  optoelectronics  has  been  intensively  exploited  with
emarkable  progress.
From  the  perspective  of  photovoltaics,  the  adoption  of
ybrid  perovskite  materials  has  achieved  signiﬁcant  progress
n  terms  of  device  architecture,  working  mechanism,  ﬁlm
ormation,  and  interface  engineering.  It  is  realized  that  the
ost  efﬁcient  perovskite  solar  cells  follow  a  p—i—n  con-
guration,  with  an  abundant  selection  of  p-  and  n-type
aterials  for  efﬁcient  carrier  extraction.  Film  fabrication
f  hybrid  perovskite  materials  is  of  crucial  importance  as  it
etermines  ﬁlm  texture,  crystal  structure,  composition,  and
efect  formation  that  collectively  contribute  toward  over-
ll  device  performance.  Furthermore,  interface  engineering
as  proven  to  effectively  optimize  device  performance  as
t  affects  carrier  dynamics  across  the  entire  device  includ-
ng  charge  generation,  transportation,  and  collection.  Aside
rom  single-junction  perovskite  solar  cells,  the  construction
f  tandem  devices  to  combine  the  other  low  band  gap  mate-
ials  also  provides  a  feasible  approach  for  this  material  to
ompeting  with  crystal  silicon  based  technologies.  Tandem
erovskite  devices  have  been  predicted  to  enhance  power
onversion  efﬁciency  to  levels  that  may  exceed  the  the-
retical  limit  by  efﬁcient  light  harvesting  in  an  economic
anner.
Beyond  PV  applications,  perovskite  materials  with
igh  crystallinity,  emission  efﬁciency,  and  low  concentra-
ion  of  defects  enables  the  fabrication  of  light-emitting
iodes,  lasers,  photodetectors,  and  other  optoelec-
ronic/microelectronic  devices.  Furthermore,  its  high
tomic  number  and  high  density  may  ﬁnd  its  way  into  appli-
ations  for  high  energy  radiation  detection.  Additionally,
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R90  
erovskites  exhibit  interesting  ferroelectric  properties
otentially  due  to  the  free  rotation  of  the  polar  organic
pecies,  which  further  endows  their  potential  use  for
witchable  electronics  and  memory  devices.
Despite  the  phenomenal  properties  of  hybrid  perovskites,
everal  crucial  challenges  that  include  toxicity  and  instabil-
ty  prevent  industrial  scale  use.  Limited  success  has  been
eported  for  the  replacement  of  Pb  with  environmental
riendly  elements  due  to  lack  of  choices  for  substitution.
on-toxic  Sn  shares  comparatively  similar  properties  to
b  in  organic—inorganic  hybrids  perovskites,  and  theoreti-
ally  ought  to  perform  more  efﬁciently.  However,  Sn-based
erovskite  solar  cells  experience  heightened  levels  of  insta-
ility  due  to  the  naturally  favorable  oxidation  of  Sn(II),
nevitably  requiring  an  advanced  encapsulation  technique
o  overcome.  Apart  from  the  toxicity,  Pb-based  perovskites
xperience  inherent  instability  under  working  conditions
hat  are  an  even  more  urgent  to  address.  The  degrada-
ion  mechanisms  of  perovskites  upon  exposure  to  thermal,
oisture,  UV  and  mechanical  conditions  require  a  plausible
trategy  in  order  to  improve  material  stability.  Encouraging
esults  have  been  demonstrated  through  interface  modiﬁca-
ions  between  transport  materials  and  electrodes,  realizing
evice  stabilities  exceeding  1000  h.  However,  in  considering
he  durability  requirements  of  terrestrial-use  that  exceed
0  years  in  the  ﬁeld  for  deployed  solar  cells,  there  is  still
uch  work  to  be  done  to  improve  the  intrinsic  properties
f  hybrid  perovskites  (e.g.  ionic  nature  of  organic  species)
oward  more  stable  device  structures.
From  an  academic  research  perspective,  it  is
ell-observed  that  the  success  of  this  emerging
rganic—inorganic  hybrid  perovskite  material  serves  as
n  excellent  example  to  bridge  the  organic  and  organic
ealms.  Further  research  efforts  can  be  continuously
ade  to  (1)  investigate  the  interaction  between  organic
nd  inorganic  species  to  better  utilize  the  advantages  of
oth  components;  (2)  provide  a  deep  understanding  of
he  structure—property  relationships  of  the  entire  hybrid
aterial  system  to  guide  the  rational  design  and  careful
anipulation  of  the  optoelectronic  properties.  In  addition,
heoretical  calculations  regarding  band  structure,  defect
roperties,  and  carrier  behavior  of  this  material  have  not
et  been  fully  exploited.  It  is  important  to  couple  together
heory  with  experimental  exploration  of  material  proper-
ies  based  on  single  crystals  and  thin  ﬁlms.  The  knowledge
pplied  in  organic—inorganic  hybrid  perovskite  systems  can
lso  be  extended  to  other  optoelectronic  materials  toward
igher  performances.  With  the  substantial  ongoing  efforts
oward  the  development  of  hybrid  perovskite  materials,
nvironmental  friendly  and  reliable  photovoltaic  technolo-
ies  yielding  low  costs  and  high  performance  will  assuredly
e  realized  in  the  future.
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